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~National

~ Semiconductor
DP8473 Floppy Disk Controller PLUS-2™
General Description

Features

This controller is a full featured floppy disk controller that is
software compatible with the J.tPD765A, but also includes
many additional hardware and software enhancements.
These enhancements include additional logic specifically required for an IBM@ PC, PC-XT@, PC-AT@, or PS/2@ design.

• Fully J.tPD765A and IBM-BIOS compatible
• Integrates all PCXT@, PCAT@, and most PS/2@ Logic
- On chip 24 MHz Crystal Oscillator
- DMA enable logic
- IBM compatible address decode of AO-A2
- 12 mA J.tP bus interface buffers
- 40 mA floppy drive interface buffers
- Data rate and drive control registers
• Precision analog data separator
- Self-calibrating PLL and delay line
- Automatically chooses one of three filters
- Intelligent read algorithm
• Two pin programmable precompensation modes
• Other enhancements
- up to 1 Mb/s data rate
- Implied seek up to 4000 tracks
- IBM or ISO formatting
• Low power CMOS, with power down mode

This controller incorporates a precision analog data separator, that includes a self trimming delay line and veo. Up to
three external filters are switched automatically depending
on the data rate selected. This provides optimal performance at the standard PC data rates of 250/300 kb/s, and
500 kb/s. It also enables optimum performance at 1 Mb/s
(MFM). These features combine to provide the lowest possible PLL bandwidth, with the greatest lock range, and hence
the widest window margin.
This controller includes write precompensation circuitry. A
shift register is used to provide a fixed 125 ns early-late
precompensation for all tracks at 500k/300k/250 kb/s (83
ns for 1 MB/s), or a precompensation value that scales with
(Continued)

Connection Diagrams
Dual-In-Line Package

Plastic Leaded Chip Carrier
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General Description

(Continued)
This device is available in a 52 pin Plastic Chip Carrier, and
in a 48 pin Dual-In-Line package.

the data rate, 83 ns/125 ns/208 nsl 250 ns for data rates of
1.0M/500k/300k/250 kb/s respectively.
Specifically to support the PC-AT and PC-XT design, the
Floppy Disk Controller PLUS-2 includes address decode for
the AO-A2 address lines, the motor/drive select register,
data rate register for selecting 250/300/500 kb/s, Disk
Changed status, dual speed spindle motor control, low write
current and DMAIinterrupt sharing logic. The controller also
supports direct connection to the ",p bus via internal 12 mA
buffers. The controller also can be connected directly to the
disk drive via internal open drain high drive outputs, and
Schmitt inputs.

Table of Contents
General Description
Pin Description
Functional Description
Register Description
Result Phase Register Description
Processor Software Interface
Command Description Table
Command Descriptions
DC and AC Characteristics

In addition to this logic the DP8473 includes many features
to ease design of higher performance drives and future controller upgrades. These include 1.0 Mb/s data rate, extended track range to 4096, Implied seeking, working Scan Commands, motor control timing, both standard IBM formats as
well as Sony 3.5" (ISO) formats, and other enhancements.

Block Diagram
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"'+-(11(5.1-- TftKO
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PUWP/PREN

LOGIC

Vcc_
ONDA_
ONDB_
ONOC_
OND _

vCCA

WDATE

WDATA

RDATA

TL/F/9384-3

-

Note 1: The MTA2. MTA3, DA2, and DA3 are not avaUable on the 48 pin DIP (DP8473N, J) versions.

Not. 2: See Figure 4 for filter description.
Note 3: Total tranSistor count is 29,700 (approx).

FIGURE 1, DP8473 Functional Block Diagram
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Pin Descriptions
Symbol
MTR2

DP8473
PCC

DP8473
DIP

1

-

Function
This is an active low motor enable line for drive 2, which is controlled by the Drive Control
register. This is a high drive open drain output.

GNDD

2

48

This pin is the digital ground for the disk interface output drivers.

WDATA

3

1

This is the active low open drain write precompensated serial data to be written onto the
selected disk drive. This is a high drive open drain output.

DIR

4

2

This output determines the direction of the head movement (low = step in, high = step
out). When in the write or read modes, this output will be high. This is a high drive open
drain output.

DR1

5

3

This is an active low drive select line for drive 1 that is controlled by the Drive Control
register bits DO, D1. The Drive Select bit is ANDed with the Motor Enable of the same
number. This is a high drive open drain output.

DRO

6

4

This is an active low drive select similar to DR 1 line except for drive O.

MTR1

7

5

This is an active low motor enable line for drive 1. Similar to MTR2.

MTRO

8

6

This is an active low motor enable line for drive O. Similar to MTR2.

HDSEL

9

7

This output determines which disk drive head is active. Low
Head O. This is a high drive open drain output.

TRKO

10

8

This active low Schmitt input tells the controller that the head is at track zero of the
selected disk drive.

=

Head 1, Open (high)

=

INDEX

11

9

This active low Schmitt input signals the beginning of a track.

WRTPRT

12

10

This active low Schmitt input indicates that the disk is write protected. Any command that
writes to that disk drive is inhibited when a disk is write protected.

VeeA

13

11

This pin is the 5V supply for the analog data separator circuitry.

Vee

14

12

This pin is the 5V supply for the digital circuitry.

RESET

15

13

Active high input that resets the controller to the idle state, and resets all the output lines
to the disk drive to their disabled state. The Drive Control register is reset to 00. The Data
Rate register is set to 250 kb/s. The Specify command registers are not affected. The
Mode Command registers are set to the default values. Reset should be held active
during power up. To prevent glitches activating the rest sequence, a small capaCitor
(1000 pF) should be attached to this pin.

WR

16

14

Active low input to signal a write from the microprocessor to the controller.

RD

17

15

Active low input to signal a read from the controller to the microprocessor.

CS

18

16

Active low input to enable the RD and WR inputs. Not required during DMA transfers.
This should be held high during DMA transfers.

AO, A1, A2

19-21

17-19

Address lines from the microprocessor. This determines which registers the
microprocessor is accessing as shown in Table IV in the Register Description Section.
Don't care during DMA transfers.

DO-D4

22-26

20-24

Bi-directional data lines to the microprocessor. These are the lower 5 bits and have
buffered 12 rnA outputs.

GNDB

27

-25

D5-D7

28-30

26-28

Bi-directional data lines to the microprocessor. These upper 3 bits have buffered 12 rnA
outputs.

DRO

31

29

Active high output to signal the DMA controller that a data transfer is needed. This signal
is enabled when D3 of the Drive Control Register is set.

DAK

32

30

Active low input to acknowledge the DMA request and enable the RD and WR inputs.
This signal is enabled when D3 of the Drive Control Register is set.

TC

33

31

Active high input to indicate the termination of a DMA transfer. This signal is enabled
when the DMA Acknowledge pin is active.

INT

34

32

Active high output to signal that an operation requires the attention of the
microprocessor. The action required depends on the current function of the controller.
This signal is enabled when D3 of the Drive Control Register is set.

This pin is the digital ground for the 12 rnA microprocessor interface buffers. This
includes DO-D7. INT. and DRO.
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Pin Descriptions (Continued)
Pee

OP8473
DIP

OSKCHG/RG

35

33

This latched Schmitt input signal is inverted and routed to 07 of the data bus and is read
when address xx7H is enabled. When the RG bit in the Mode Command is set, this pin
functions as a Read Gate signal that when low forces the data separator to lock to the
crystal, and when high it locks to data for diagnostic purposes.

GNDC

36

34

This pin is the digital ground for the controller's digital logic, including all internal registers,
micro-engine, etc.
.

OSC2/CLOCK

37

35

One side of the external 24 MHz crystal is attached here. If a crystal is not used, a TTL or
CMOS compatible clock is connected to this pin.

OSC1

38

36

One side of an external 24 MHz crystal is attached here. This pin is tied low if an external
clock is used.

GNDA

39

37

This pin is the analog ground for the data separator, including all the PLLs, and delay
lines.

FILTER

40

38

This pin is the output of the charge pump and the input to the VCO. One or more filters
are attached between this pin and the GNDA, FGND250 and FGND500 pins.

FGND500

41

39

This pin connects the PLL filter for 500k(MFM)/250k(FM) b/s to ground. This is a low
impedance open drain output.

FGND250

42

40

This pin connects the PLL filter for 250k(MFM)/125k(FM) b/s or 300k(MFM)/150k(FM)
b/s to ground. This is a low impedance open drain output.

Symbol

OP8473

Function

OR3

43

-

This is the same as ORO except for drive 3.

RDATA

44

41

The active low raw data read from the disk is connected here. This is a Schmitt input.

OR2

45

-

This is the same as ORO except for drive 2.

PUMP/PREN

46

42

When the PU bit is set in Mode Command this pin is an output that indicates when the
charge pump is making a correction. Otherwise this pin is an input that sets the precomp
mode as shown in Table VI. If pin is configured as PUMP, PREN is assumed high.

ORVTYP

47

43

This is an input used by the controller to enable the 300 kb/s mode. This enables the use
of floppy drives with either dual or single speed spindle motors. For dual speed spindle
motors, this pin is tied low. When low, and 300 kb/s data rate is selected in the data rate
register, the PLL actually uses 250 kb/s. This pin is tied high for single speed spindle
motor drives (standard AT drive). When this pin is high and 300 kb/s is selected 300 kb/s
is used. (See also RPM/LC pin).

SETCUR

48

44

An external resistor connected from this pin to analog ground programs the amount of
charge pump current that drives the external filters. The PLL Filter Design section shows
how to determine the values.

WGATE

49

45

This active low open drain high drive output enables the write circuitry of the selected
disk drive. This output has been designed to prevent glitches during power up and power
down. This prevents writing to the disk when power is cycled.

STEP

50

46

This active low open drain high drive output will produce a pulse at a software
programmable rate to move the head during a seek operation.

RPM/LC

51

47

This high drive open drain output pin has two functions based on the selection of the
DRVTYPpin.
1. When using a dual speed spindle motor floppy drive (DRVTYP pin low), this output is
used to select the spindle motor speed, either 300 RPM or 360 RPM. In this mode this
output. goes low when 250/300 kbl data rate is chOsen in the data rate register, and high
when 500 kb/s is chosen.
2. When using a single speed spindle motor floppy drive (DRVTYP pin high), this pin
indicates when to reduce the write current to the drive. This output is high for high density
media (when 500 kb/s is chosen).

MTR3

52

-

This is an active low motor enable line for drive 3.
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Typical Application
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FIGURE 2. DP8473 Typical Application
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Functional Description
DATA SEPARATOR

This section describes the basic architectural features of
the DP8473, and many of the enhancements provided. Re·
fer to Figure 1.

The internal data separator consists of an analog PLL and
its associated circuitry. The PLL synchronizes the raw data
Signal read from the disk drive. The synchronized signal is
used to separate the encoded clock and data pulses. The
data pulses are de-serialized into bytes and then sent to the
IJ.P by the controller.

765A COMPATIBLE MICRO-ENGINE
The core of the DP8473 is a IJ.PD765A compatible microcoded engine. This engine consists of a sequencer, program ROM, and disk/misc registers. This core is clocked by
either a 4 MHz, 4.8 MHz or 8 MHz clock selected in the Data
Rate Register. Upon this core is added all the glue logic
used to implement a PC-XT or AT, or PS/2 floppy controller,
as well as the data separator and write precompensation
logic.

The main PLL consists of four main components, a phase
comparator, a filter, a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO),
and a programmable divider. The phase comparator detects
the difference between the phase of the divider's output and
the phase of the raw data being read from the disk. This
phase difference is converted to a current which either
charges or discharges one of the three external filters. The
resulting voltage on the filter changes the frequency of the
VCO and the divider output to reduce the phase difference
between the input data and the divider'S output. The PLL is
"locked" when the frequency of the divider is exactly the
same as the average frequency of the data read from the
disk. A block diagram of the data separator is shown in Rgure3.

The controller consists of a microcoded engine that controls
the entire operation of the chip including coordination of
data transfer with the CPU, controlling the drive controls,
and actually performing the algorithms associated with
reading and writing data to/from the disk. This includes the
read algorithm for the data separator.
Like the IJ.PD765A, this controller takes commands and returns data and status through the Data Register in a byte
serial fashion. Handshake for command/status I/O is provided via the Main Status Register. All of the IJ.PD765A
commands are supported, as are many other enhanced
commands.
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Functional Description (Continued)

FILTERS FOR
All DATA RATES
(SEE FIGURE

Ii)

NRZ READ DATA
TO SERIALIZER

AMF

TL/F/93B4-5

FIGURE 3. Block Diagram of DP8473's Data Separator
DP8473

SETCUR

R2A

R2B

C2AT C2BT
FGND2S0 FGNDSOO

T

'*

TL/F/9384-8

a) Single Data Rate

Ct

TL/F/9384-8
TLIF 19384-7

b) 250/500 kb/s Filter

c) 250/500 kb/s and 1 Mb/s

Note: For all filter configurations. 250kb/s and 300 kb/s share the same filter.

FIGURE 4. Typical Configuration for Loop Filters for the DP8473 Showing Component Labels
To ensure optimal performance, the data separator incorpo·
rates several additional circuits. The quarter period delay
line is used to determine the center of each bit cell. A secondary PLL is used to automatically calibrate the quarter
period delay line. The secondary PLL also calibrates the
center frequency of the VCO.

Figure 4 shows several possible filter configurations. For a
filter to cover all data rates (Figure 4c), the DP8473 has a 1
Mb/s filter always connected and other capacitor filter components for the other data rates are switched in parallel to
this filter. The actual loop filter for 500 kb/s is the parallel
combination of the two capacitors. C2C and C2B. attached
to the FGND500 pin and to ground. The 250/300 kb/s filter
is the parallel combination of the capacitors, C2C and C2A.
attached to the FGND250, and ground. If 1 Mb/s need not
be supported then the filter configuration of Figure 4b can
be used. This configuration allows more optimal performance for both 500k and 250/300 kbl s. Figure 4a is a simple
filter configuration primarily for a single data rate (or multiple
data rates with a performance compromise). Table II shows
some typical filter values. Other filter configurations and values are possible, these result in good general performance.
While the controller and data separator support both FM
and MFM encoding. the filter switch circuitry only supports

To eliminate the logic associated with controlling multiple
data rates the DP8473 supports the connection of three
filters to the chip via the FGND250, and FGND500 pins (filter ground switches). The controller chooses which filter
components to use based on the value loaded in the Data
Rate Register. If 500 k(MFM) is being used then the
FGND500 is enabled (FGND250 is disabled). If 250 k(MFM)
or 300 k(MFM) is being used the FGND250 pin is enabled,
and FGND500 is disabled. For 1 Mb/s (MFM) both FGND
pins are disabled.
Note for FM encoding: Sometimes. after a reset. the DP8473 will consistently return an error in the Result Phase after an FM read command. If this
occurs. simply reset the DP8473 and retry the operation. This may have to
be done more than once, as many as five times. Resetting and repeating will
prevent soft errors being reported prematurely. This technique is used by

MS-DOS.
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Functional Description (Contjnued)
the IBM standard MFM data rates. To provide both FM and
MFM filters external logiC may be necessary.

TABLE III. Data Rates (MFM) versus
VCO Divide-By Factor

The controller takes best advantage of the internal data
separator by implementing a sophisticated 10 search algorithm. This algorithm, shown in Figure 5, enhances the
PLL's lock characteristics by forcing the PLL to relock to the
crystal any time the data separator attempts to lock to a
non-preamble pattern. This algorithm ensures that the PLL
is not thrown way out of lock by write splices or bad data
fields.
.1
I

C2

R2

C1

R1

The Pump output signal indicates when the charge pump is
making a phase correction, and hence whether the loop is
locked or not.

Filter Values when Using All 3 Data Rates
C2C
C2B
C2A

=
=
=

0.012,..F
0.015 ,..F
0.033 ,..F

5600

510pF

5.6 kO

The Read Gate function, when enabled, allows the designer
to manually force the data separator to lock to the incoming
data or back to the reference clock. This enables easy verification of the lock characteristics of the PLL, by monitoring
the FILTER pin, and the Pump signal.

Filter Values when Using 250/300 and 500 kb/s
500k
250/300k

C2B
C2A

=
=

0.027 ,..F
0.047,..F

5600
5600

1000pF

5.6 kO

PLL FILTER DESIGN

Filter Using Only One Data Rate
1.0M
500k
300/250k

C2
C2
C2

=
=
=

0.012,..F
0.027,..F
0.047,..F

5600
560n
5600

4
8
16
16

In addition, the DP8473 has two diagnostic modes to enable
filter optimization, 1) enabling the Charge Pump output signal onto the PUMP/PREN pin, and 2) providing external
control of the Read Gate signal to the data separator. Both
modes are enabled in the last byte of the Mode Command.

(MFMb/s)

1.0M
500k
250/300k

N

1 Mb/s
500 kb/s
300 kb/s
250 kb/s
PLL DIAGNOSTIC MODES

TABLE II. Typical Filter Values tor the Various Data
Rates (Assuming ± 6% Capture Range)
Data Rate

Data Rate

510pF
1000 pF
2000pF

This section provides information to enable design of the
data separator's external filter and charge pump set resistor. This discussion is for a single data rate filter, and can be
easily extrapolated to the other filters of Figure 4. Table II
shows some typical filter component values, but if a custom
filter is desired, the following parameters must be consid·
ered:

5.6 kO
5.6 kO
5.6 kO

(These values are preliminary and thus are subject to change.)

R1:

Charge pump current setting resistor. The current
set by this resistor is multiplied by the charge pump
gain, Kp which is - 2.5. Thus the charge pump current is:

IpUMP = (2.5) 1.2V/R1. R1 should be set to between
3-12 kO. This resistor determines the gain of the phase
detector, which is Ko = IpUMP/2'IT.

LI
.1

.,

,'I

1

1

NOT 3rd
ADDRESS

1

I

~ARK

i
",

TL/F/9384-9

FIGURE 5. Read Algorithm-State Diagram for Data
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Functional Description (Continued)
C2:
R2:
Cl:

low 125 ns precomp is used for all data rates except 1 Mb/s
which uses 83 ns. When PREN is tied high, the precompensation-value scales with data rate at 250 kb/ s its 250 ns, for
300 kb/s its 208 ns, at 500 kb/s its 125 ns, and at 1.0 Mb/s
its 83 ns. These values are shown in Table VI.

Filter capacitor in series with R2. With pump current
this determines loop bandwidth.
Filter resistor. Determines the PLL damping factor.
This filter capacitor improves the performance of the
PLL by providing additional filtering of bit jitter and
noise.

PC·AT AND PC·XT LOGIC BLOCKS
This section describes the major functional blocks of the PC
logiC that have been integrated on the controller. Refer back
to Figure 1, the block diagram.

Kvco: The ratio of the change in the frequency of the VCO
output due to a voltage change at the VCO input.
Kvco ::::25 Mrad/slV. The VCO is followed by a divider to achieve the desired frequency for each data
rate. VCO center frequency is 4 MHz for data rates
of 1 Mb/s, 500 kb/s, and 250 kb/s (MFM), and is
4.8 MHz for 300 kb/s (MFM).

DMA Enable Logic: This is gating logic that disables the
DMA lines and the Interrupt output, under the control of the
DMA Enable bit in the Drive control register. When the DMA
Enable bit is 0 then the INT, and DRO are held TRI-STATE,
and DAK is disabled.
Drive Output Buffers/Input Receivers: The drive interface output pins can drive 1500 ± 10% termination resistors. This enables connection to a standard floppy drive. All
drive interface inputs are TTL compatible schmitt trigger inputs with typically 250 mV of hysteresis. The only functional
differences between the 52 pin PLCC and the 48 pin DIP
version are that the MTR2 and 3, and DR2 and 3 pins have
been removed in order to accommodate the 48 pin package.
Bus Interface·Address Decode: The address decode circuit allows software access to the controller, Drive Control
Register, and Data Rate Register (see Table IV for the
memory map) using the same address map as is used in the
XT, AT, or PS/2. The decoding is provided for AO-A2, so
only a single address decoder connected to the chip select
is needed to complete the decode. The bus interface logic
includes the 8-bit data bus and DRO/INT signals. The output drive for these pins is 12 mAo

KpLL: This is the gain of the internal PLL circuitry, and is
the product of VREF x KvCO x Kp. This value is
specified in the Phase Locked Loop Characteristics
table.
Ctl n:
This is the bandwidth of the PLL, and is given by,
Ctl n =

t:

KpLL
21TC2N Rl

where N is the number of VCO cycles between two
phase comparisons. The value of N for the various
data rates are shown in Table III.
The damping factor is set to 0.7 to 1.2 and is given
by,

t

= Ctl nR2C2

2
The trade off, when choosing filter components is between
acquisition time while the PLL is locking and jitter immunity
while reading data. To select the proper components for a
standard floppy disk application the following procedure can
be used:

TABLE IV. Address Memory Map for DP8473

1. Choose FM or MFM, and data rate. Determine N from
Table III. Determine preamble length (MFM = 12). The PLL
should lock within Yz the preamble time.
2. Determine loop bandwidth (Ctln) required, and set the
charge pump resistor R1.

A2
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1

3. Calculate ~ using:
C2 =
KpLL
.
21TR1NCtln2
4. Choose R2 using:

R2=~
CtlnC2

A1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1

AO

R/W

Register

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1

X
X
W
X
R
R/W
X
W
R

None (Bus TRI-STATE)
None (Bus TRI-STATE)
Drive Control Register
None (Bus TRI-STATE)
Main Status Register
Data Register
None (Bus TRI-STATE)
Data Rate Register
Disk Changed Bit'

'When this location is accessed only bit 07 is driving, all others are held
TRI·STATE.

6. Select Cl to be about Yzoth of C2.
The above procedure will yield adequate loop performance.
If optimum loop performance is required, or if the nature of
the loop performance is very critical, then some additional
consideration must be given to choosing Ctln and the damping factor. (For a detailed description on how to choose Ctln
and t, see: AN-505 Floppy Disk Data Separator Design
Guide for the DP8473).

Drive Control Register: This 8-bit write only register controls the drive selects, motor enables, DMA enable, and Reset. See Register Description.
Reset Logic: The reset input pin is active high, and directly
feeds the Drive Control Register and the Data Rate Register. After a hardware reset the Drive Control Register is reset to all zeros, and the Data Rate Register is set to
250 kb/s data rate. The controller is held reset until the
software sets ·Ihe Drive Control reset bit, after which the
controller may be Initialized. A software reset to the controller core can be issued by resetting then setting this bit. A
software reset does not reset the Drive Control Register, or
the Data Rate Register.

WRITE PRECOMPENSATION
The DP8473 incorporates a single fixed 3-bit shift register.
This shift register outputs are tapped and multiplexed onto
the write data output. The taps are selected by a standard
precompensation algorithm. This precompensation value
can be selected from the PUMP/PREN pin. When this pin is
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Functional Description (Continued)
Data Rate Register and Clock Logic: This is a two bit
register that controls the data rate that the controller uses.
See Register Description. This register feeds logic that selects the data rates by programming a prescaler that divides
the crystal or clock input by either 3, 5, or 6. This causes
either 4 MHz, 4.8 MHz and 8 MHz to be input as the master
clock for the controller core. If the Drive Type pin is high and
a 300 kb/s data rate is chosen, 4.8 MHz is used to generate
300 kb/s, but when the DRVTYP pin is low and 300 kb/s is
selected, 4 MHz is used, and the actual data rate is
250 kb/s. See Table VI.

and 0.4V. The controller should be configured so that the
clock is input into the OSC2 pin, and OSC1 is tied to ground.
Crystals:

Register Description
This section describes the register bits for all the registers
that are directly accessible to the /LP. Table IV (previous
page) shows the memory map for these registers. Note that
in the PC some of the registers are partially decoded, this is
not the case here. All registers occupy only their documented addresses.

Low Power Mode Logic: This logic is an enhancement
over the standard XT, AT, PS/2 design. In the Low Power
Mode the crystal oscillator, controller and all linear circuitry
are turned off. When the oscillator is turned off the controller will typically draw about 100 /LA. The internal circuitry is
disabled while the oscillator is off because the internal circuitry is driven from this clock. The oscillator will turn back
on automatically after it detects a read or a write to the Main
Status or Data Registers. It may take a few milli-seconds for
the oscillator to stabilize and the /LP will be prevented from
trying to access the Data Register during this time through
the normal Main Status Register protocol. (The Request for
Master bit in the Main Status Register will be inactive.)
There are two ways to go into the low power mode. One is
to command the controller to switch to low power immediately. The other method is to set the controller to automatically go into the low power mode 500 ms after the beginning
of the idle state (based on a 500 kb/s (MFM) data rate).
This would be invisible to the software. The low power mode
is programmed through the Mode Command.
The Data Rate Register and the Drive Control Register are
unaffected by the power down mode. They will remain active. It is up to the user to ensure that the Motor and Drive
select signal are turned off.

MAIN STATUS REGISTER (Read Only)
The read only Main Status Register indicates the current
status of the disk controller. The Main Status Register is
always available to be read. One of its functions is to control
the flow of data to and from the Data Register. The Main
Status Register indicates when the disk contoller is ready to
send or receive data. It should be read before each byte is
transferred to or from the Data Register except during a
DMA transfer. No delay is required when reading this register after a data transfer.
D7 Request for Master: Indicates that the Data Register is
ready to send or receive data from the /LP. This bit is
cleared immediately after a byte transfer and will become
set again as soon as the disk controller is ready for the next
byte.
D6 Data Direction: Indicates whether the controller Is expecting a byte to be written to (0) or read from (1) the Data
Register.
D5 Non-DMA Execution: Bit is set only during the Execution Phase of a command if it is in the non-DMA mode. In
other words, if this bit is set, the multiple byte data transfer
(in the Execution Phase) must be monitored by the /LP either through interrupts, or software pOlling as described in
the Processor Software Interiace section.
D4 Command in Progress: Bit is set after the first byte of
the Command Phase is written. Bit is cleared after the last
byte of the Result Phase is read. If there is no result phase
in a command, the bit is cleared after the last byte of the
Command Phase is written.
D3 Drive 3 Seeking: Set after the last byte of the Command
Phase of a Seek or Recalibrate command is issued for drive
3. Cleared after reading the first byte in the Result Phase of
the Sense Interrupt Command for this drive.

TABLE V. Truth Table for Drive Control Register
D7 D6 D5
X
X
X
1

X
X
1
X

X
1
X
X

D4

D1

DO

1
X
X
X

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

Function
Drive 0 Selected
Drive 1 Selected
Drive 2 Selected
Drive 3 Selected

Staytek: CX1-SM1-24 MHz(B)
SaRonix: SRX 3164

(ORO = 0)
(DR1 = 0)
(DR2 = 0)
(DR3 = 0)

Crystal OSCillator: The DP8473 is clocked by a single
24 MHz signal. An on-chip oscillator is provided, to enable
the attachment of a crystal, or a clock. If a crystal is used, a
24 MHz fundamental mode, parallel resonant crystal should
be used. This crystal should be specified to have less than
1500 series resistance, and shunt capacitance of less than
7 pF. Typically a series resonant crystal can be used, it will
just oscillate in parallel mode 30-300 ppm from its ideal
frequency.
If an external oscillator circuit is used, it must have a duty
cycle of at least 40-60%, and minimum input levels of 2.4V

D2 Drive 2 Seeking: Same as above for drive 2.
D1 Drive 1 Seeking: Same as above for drive 1.
DO Drive 0 Seeking: Same as above for drive O.
DATA REGISTER (Read/Write)
This is the location through which all commands, data and
status flow between the CPU and the DP8473. During the
Command Phase the /LP loads the controller's commands
into this register based on the Status Register Request for
Master and Data Direction bits. The Result Phase transfers
the Status Registers and header information to the /LP in the
same fashion.

r
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Register Description (Continued)

C

TABLE VI. Data Rate and Precompensatlon Programming Values
01

DO··

DRVTYP
Pin

DataRate
MFM
(kb/s)

Normal
Precomp·
(ns)

Alternate
Precomp'
(ns)

FGND
Pin
Enabled

RPM/LC
Pin
Level

0

0

X

500

125

125

FGN0500

High

0
0

1
1

0
1

250
300

125
208

250
208

FGND250
FGN0250

Low
Low

1
1

0
0

0
1

250
250

125
125

250
250

FGN0250
FGN0250

Low
Low

1
1

1
1

0
1

1000
1000

83
83

83
83

None
None

High
Low

'Normal values when PUMP/PREN pin set low; Alternate values when PUMP/PREN pin set high.
and 01 are Data Rate Control 8"s.

,,~O

below. Do not confuse these register bytes with the Main
Status Register which is a read only register that is always
available. The Result Phase status registers are read from
the Data Register only during the Result Phase.

ORIVE CONTROL REGISTER (Write Only)
07 Motor Enable 3: This controls the Motor for drive 3,
MTR3. When 0 the output is high, when 1 the output is low.
(Note this signal is not output to a pin on 48 pin DIP
version.)
06 Motor Enable 2: Same function as 07 except for drive
2's motor. (Note this signal is not brought out to a pin on
DIP.)
05 Motor Enable 1: This bit controls the Motor for drive 1's
motor. When this bit is 0 the MTR1 output is high.
04 Motor Enable 0: Same as 05 except for drive O's motor.

STATUS REGISTER 0 (STO)
07-06 Interrupt Code:
00 = Normal Termination of Command.
01 = Abnormal Termination of Command. Execu·
tion of Command was started, but was not success·
fully completed.
10 = Invalid Command Issue. Command Issued
was not recognized as a valid command.
11 = Ready changed state during the polling mode.

03 OMA Enable: When set to a 1 this enables the ORO,
OAK, INT pins. A zero disables these signals.
02 Reset Controller: This bit when set to a 0 resets the
controller, and when a 1 enables normal operation. It does
not affect the Drive Control or Data Rate Registers which
are reset only by a hardware reset.

05 Seek End: Seek or Recalibrate Command completed
by the Controller. (Used during Sense Interrupt com·
mand.)
04 Equipment Check: After a Recalibrate Command,
Track 0 signal failed to occur. (Used during Sense Inter·
rupt command.)

01-00 Orlve Select: These two pins are encoded for the
four drive selects, and are gated with the motor enable
lines, so that only one drive is selected when it's Motor En·
able is active. (See Table V.)

03 Not Used: 0
02 Head Address (at end of Execution Phase).

DATA RATE REGISTER (Write Only)

01, DO Drive Select (at end of Execution Phase).
00 = Drive 0 selected. 01 = Drive 1 selected.

07-02: Not used.
01, DO Data Rate Select: These bits set the data rate and
the write precompensation values for the disk controller. Af·
ter a hardware reset these bits are set to 10 (250 kb/s).
They are encoded as shown in Table VI.

10 = Drive 2 selected. 11 = Drive 3 selected.
STATUS REGISTER 1 (ST1)
07 End of Track: Controller transferred the last byte of the
last sector without the TC pin becoming active. The last
sector is the End Of Track sector number programmed
in the Command Phase.
06 Not Used: 0
05 CRC Error: If this bit is set and bit 5 of ST2 is clear,
then there was a CRC error in the Address Field of the
correct sector. If bit 5 of ST2 is set, then there was a
CRC error in the Data Field.
04 Over Run: Controller was not serviced by the ",p soon
enough during a data transfer in the Execution Phase.

OISK CHANGEO REGISTER (Read Only)
07 Disk Changed: This bit is the latched complement of the
Disk Changed input pin. If the OSKCHG input is low this bit
is high.

06- 00: These bits are reserved for use by the hard disk
controller, thus during a read of this register, these bits are
TRI·STATE.

Result Phase Status Registers
The Result Phase of a command contains bytes that hold
status information. The format of these bytes are described
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Result Phase Status Registers

(Continued)

TABLE VII. Maximum Time Allowed to
Service an Interrupt or Acknowledge
a DMA Request In Execution Phase

"'1

Data
Rate

Time to
Service

125
250
500
1000

62.0,..s
30.0,..s
14.0,..s
6.0,..s

D2 Head Select Status
D1, DO Drive Selected:
00
10

Processor Software Interface
Bytes are transferred to and from the disk controller in different ways for the different phases in a command.
COMMAND SEQUENCE
The disk controller can perform various disk transfer, and
head movement commands. Most commands involve three
separate phases.

Time from rising edge of ORO or INT to trailing edge of OAK or RO or WR.

D3 Not Used: 0
D2 No Data: Three possible problems: 1) Controller cannot
find the sector specified in the Command Phase during
the execution of a Read, Write, or Scan command. An
address mark was found however so it is not a blank
disk. 2) Controller cannot read any Address Fields without a CRC error during Read 10 command. 3) Controller
cannot find starting sector during execution of Read A
Track command.

Command Phase: The ,..p writes a series of bytes to the
Data Register. These bytes indicate the command desired
and the particular parameters required for the command. All
the bytes must be written in the order specified in the Command Description Table. The Execution Phase starts immediately after the last byte in the Command Phase is written.
Prior to performing the Command Phase, the Drive Control
and Data Rate Registers should be set.

D1 Not Writable: Write Protect pin is active when a Write
or Format command is issued.

Execution Phase: The disk controller performs the desired
command. Some commands require the ,..p to read or write
data to or from the Data Register during this time. Reading
data from a disk is an example of this.
Result Phase: The ,..p reads a series of bytes from the data
register. These bytes indicate whether the command executed properly and other pertinent information. The bytes
are read in the order specified in the Command Description
Table.
A new command may be initiated by writing the Command
Phase bytes after the last bytes required from the Result
Phase have been read. If the next command requires selecting a different drive or changing the data rate the Drive
Control and Data Rate Registers should be updated. If the
command is the last command, then the software should
deselect the drive. (Note as a general rule the operation of
the controller core is independent of how the ,..p updates
the Drive Control and Data Rate Registers. The software
must ensure that manipulation of these registers is coordinated with the controller operation.)
During the Command Phase and the Result Phase, bytes
are transferred to and from the Data Register. The Main
Status Register is monitored by the software to determine
when a data transfer can take place. Bit 6 of the Main
Status Register must be clear and bit 7 must be set before a
byte can be written to the Data Register during the Command Phase. Bits 6 and 7 of the Main Status Register must
both be set before a byte can be read from the Data Register during the Result Phase.

DO Missing Address Mark: If bit 0 of ST2 is clear then the
disk controller cannot detect any Address Field Address
Mark after two disk revolutions. If bit 0 of ST2 is set then
the disk controller cannot detect the Data Field Address
Mark.
STATUS REGISTER 2 (ST2)
D7 Not Used: 0
D6 Control Mark: Controller tried to read a sector which
contained a deleted data address mark during execution of Read Data or Scan commands. Or, if a Read
Deleted Data command was executed, a regular address mark was detected.
D5 CRC Error in Data Field: Controller detected a CRC
error in the Data Field. Bit 5 of ST1 is also set.
D4 Wrong Track: Only set if desired sector not found, and
the track number recorded on any sector of the current
track is different from that stored in the Track Register.
D3 Scan Equal Hit: "Equal" condition satisfied during any
Scan Command.
D2 Scan Not Satisfied: Controller cannot find a sector on
the track which meets the desired condition during Scan
Command.

,I
.1

.,I
I

= Drive 0 selected. 01 = Drive 1 selected.
= Drive 2 selected. 11 = Drive 3 selected.

D1 Bad Track: Only set if the desired sector is not found,
and the track number recorded on any sector on the
track is different from that stored in the Track Register
and the recorded track number is FF.
DO Missing Address Mark In Data Field: Controller cannot find the Data Field Address Mark during Read/Scan
command. Bit 0 of ST1 is also set.

If there is information to be transferred during the Execution
Phase, there are three methods that can be used. The DMA
mode is used if the system has a DMA controller. This allows the ,..p to do other things during the Execution Phase
data transfer. If DMA is not used, an interrupt can be issued
for each byte transferred during the Execution Phase. If interrupts are not used, the Main Status Register can be
polled to indicate when a byte transfer is required.

STATUS REGISTER 3 (ST3)
D7 Not Used: 0
D6 Write Protect Status
D5 Not Used: 1
D4 Track 0 Status
D3 Not Used: 0
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Processor Software Interface (Continued)
DMAMODE

Main Status Register will be set. The interrupt will be
cleared when the byte is transferred to or from the Data
Register. The ,..,p should transfer the byte within the time
allotted by Table VII. If the byte is not transferred within the
time allotted, an Overrun Error will be indicated in the Result
Phase when the command terminates at the end of the current sector.

If the DMA mode is selected, a DMA request will be generated in the Execution Phase when each byte is ready to be
transferred. To enable DMA operations during the Execution Phase, the DMA mode bit in the Specify Command
must be enabled, and the DMA signals must be enabled in
the Drive Control Register. The DMA controller should respond to the DMA request with a DMA acknowledge and a
read or write strobe. The DMA request will be cleared by the
active edge of the DMA acknowledge. After the last byte .is
transferred, an interrupt is generated, indicating the beginning of the Result Phase. During DMA operations the Chip
Select input must be held high. TC is asserted to terminate
an operation. Due to the internal gating TC is only recognized when the DAK input is low.

An interrupt will also be generated after the last byte is
transferred. This indicates the beginning of the Result
Phase. Bits 7 and of the Main Status Register will be set
and bit 5 will be clear. This interrupt will be cleared by reading the first byte in the Result Phase.

e

SOFTWARE POLLING
If the non-DMA mode is selected and interrupts are not suitable, the ,..,p can poll the Main Status Register during the
Execution Phase to determine when a byte is ready to be
transferred. In the non-DMA mode, bit 7 of the Main Status
Register reflects the state of the interrupt pin. Otherwise,
the data transfer is similar to the Interrupt Mode described
above.

INTERRUPT MODE
If the non-DMA mode is selected, an interrupt will be generated in the Execution Phase when each byte is ready to be
transferred. The Main Status Register should be read to verify that the interrupt is for a data transfer. Bits 5 and 7 of the

Command Description Table
READ DATA

READID

FORMAT A TRACK

Command Phase

Command Phase

o

MT IMFMI SK I 0 I 0 I 1 I 1 I 0
IPS I

x

Track Number

IMFMI 0 I 0 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 1

X I

I X I X I X I HD I DRll ORO

x

I

x

I

x

I X IHDIDRllDRO

Number of Bytes per Sector

Result Phase

Drive Head Number

Status Register 0

Number of Sectors per Track

Sector Number

Status Register 1

Intersector Gap Length

Number of Bytes per Sector

Status Register 2

End of Track Sactor Number

Track Number

Data Pattern

Result Phase

Intersector Gap Length

Head Number

Status Register 0

Data Length

Sector Number

Status Register 1

Bytes/Sector

Status Register 2

Note 1
Result Phase

Track Number

Status Register 0

Head Number

Status Register 1

Sector Number

Status Register 2

Bytes/Sector

Track Number
Head Number
Sector Number
Bytes/Sactor
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Command Description Table (Continued)
READ DELETED DATA

WRITE DATA

SCAN EQUAL

Command Phase

Command Phase

Command Phase

MT IMFMI SK I 0 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 0
IPS I X I

:1

I

x

I

x

I

x

I HD I DR11 ORO

MT IMFMI 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 1
IPS I X I

x

I

x

I

x

I HD I DR11 DRO

MT IMFMI SK I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1
IPS I X I

x

I

xI x

I HD I DR11 ORO

Track Number

Track Number

Track Number

Drive Head Number

Drive Head Number

Drive Head Number

Sector Number

Sector Number

Sector Number

Number of Bytes per Sector

Number of Bytes per Sector

Number of Bytes per Sector

End of Track Sector Number

End of Track Sector Number

End of Track Sector Number

Intersector Gap Length

Intersector Gap Length

Intersector Gap Length

Data Length

Data Length

Result Phase

Result Phase

Sector Step Size

Result Phase

Status Register 0

Status Register 0

Status Register 0

Status Register 1

Status Register 1

Status Register 1

Status Register 2

Status Register 2

Status Register 2

Track Number

Track Number

Track Number

Head Number

Head Number

Head Number

Sector Number

Sector Number

Sector Number

Bytes/Sector

Bytes/Sector

Bytes/Sector

READ A TRACK

WRITE DELETED DATA

SCAN LOW OR EQUAL

Command Phase

Command Phase

Command Phase

o IMFMI SK I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 0
IPS I

x

I

x

I

x

I

x

I HDIDR11DRO

MT IMFMI 0 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 1
IPS I X I

x

I

x

I

x

I HD I DR11 DRO

MT IMFMI SK I 1 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 1
IPS I X I

x

I

x

I

x

I HD I DRtl ORO

Track Number

Track Number

Track Number

Drive Head Number

Drive Head Number

Drive Head Number

Sector Number

Sector Number

Sector Number

Number of Bytes per Sector

Number of Bytes per Sector

Number of Bytes per Sector

End of Track Sector Number

End of Track Sector Number

End of Track Sector Number

Intersector Gap Length

Intersector Gap Length

Intersector Gap Length

Data Length

Data Length

Sector Step Size

Result Phase

Result Phase

Result Phase

Status Register 0

Status Register 0

Status Register 0

Status Register 1

Status Register 1

Status Register 1

Status Register 2

Status Register 2

Status Register 2

Track Number

Track Number

Track Number

Head Number

Head Number

Head Number

Sector Number

Sector Number

Sector Number

Bytes/Sector

Bytes/Sector

Bytes/Sector

I
, I
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Command Description Table (Continued)
SCAN HIGH OR EQUAL

SENSE DRIVE STATUS

Command Phase

Command Phase

Note 1: The IPS bit is only enabled if the IPS bit
in the mode command is set. Otherwise this bit is

a don't care.
Note 2: Shaded byte only written or read if the
extended track range mode is enabled in the
Mode Command (ETi = 1.

MT IMFMI SK I 1 I 1 I 1 I 0 I 1
IPS I

xI xI x

I X I HoloRlioRO

Track Number

Note 3: These commands are additional en-

Result Phase

I

Drive Head Number

hanced commands.

Status Register 3

Note: Mnemonic Dellnltlons

Sector Number

X = DON'T CARE

Number of Bytes per Sector

SPECIFY

End of Track Sector Number

Command Phase

MFM = Data Encoding Scheme

01010101 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
Step Rate Time j
Motor Off Time

Intersector Gap Length
Sector Step Size

Motor On Time

Result Phase

IOMA

MSN PTN = Most Significant Nibble Present
Track Number
MT = Multi-Track
IPS = Implied Seek (In individual commands this
bit is a don't care unless the IPS b" in the mode
command is sel.)

Status Register 0

SK = Skip Sector

Status Register 1

HD = Head Number
DRn = Drive to Select (encoded)

Status Register 2

TMR = Motor/Head Timer Mode

Track Number

IAF = Index Address Field

Head Number

LW PR = Low Power Mode

Sector Number

ETR = Extended Track Range
WLD = Wildcard in Scan

Bytes/Sector

RG = Enables the Read Gate Input on the
DSKCHG pin for the Data Separator.

SEEK

PU = Enables Charge Pump PUMP signal to be
output on the PUMP/PREN pin.

MODE

Command Phase
0

0

TMR IAF

0

Note 2

0

0

0

IPS

0

0

0

010
LW

PR

01 0

1

1

0

WLO

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

ETR

0

0

Head Settle
ojRG

0

PU

Note 3

SET TRACK

RECALIBRATE

Command Phase

Command Phase

o IR/wl 1 I 0

J

0j

0

J 0J

1

o I 0 I 1 I 1 I 0 IMSBloRlloRO
New Track Number

Result Phase
Value

Note 3

SENSE INTERRUPT

INVALID COMMAND

Command Phase

Command Phase

I0 I 0 I 0 I 0
Result Phase

o

0

0

Invalid Op Codes

Result Phase
Status Register 0

Note 2
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MSB = Selects whether the most significant or
least Significant byte of the track is read. 1 =
MSB.
l'i/W = Selects whether the track is written or
read (Read = 0, Write = 1).

.----------------------------------------------------------------------.c
Command Description
READ DATA

'I

'I

found, bit 2 of ST1 (No Data) is set and an abnormal termination is indicated. In addition to this, if any Address Field
track number is FF, bit 1 of ST2 (Bad Track) is set or if any
Address Field track number is different from that specified in
the Command Phase, bit 4 of ST2 (Wrong Track) is set.
After finding the correct sector, the controller reads that
Data Field. If a Deleted Data Mark is found and the SK bit is
set, the sector is not read, bit 6 of ST2 (Control Mark) is set,
and the next sector is searched for. If a deleted data mark is
found and the SK bit is not set, the sector is read, bit 6 of
ST2 (Control Mark) is set, and the read terminates with a
normal termination. If a CRC error is detected in the Data
Field, bit 5 is set in both ST1 and ST2 (CRC Error) and an
abnormal termination is indicated.
If no problems occur in the read command, the read will
continue from one sector to the next in logical order (not
physical order) until either TC is set or an error occurs.
If a disk has not been inserted into the disk drive, there are
many opportunities for the controller to appear to hang up. It
does this if it is waiting for a certain number of disk revolutions for something. If this occurs, the controller can be
forced to abort the command by writing a byte to the Data
register. This will place the controller into the Result Phase.

The Read Data op-code is written to the data register followed by 8 bytes as specified in ttie Command Description
Table. After the last byte is written, the controller starts
looking for the correct sector header. Once the sector is
found the controller sends the data to the ,..P. After one
sector is finished, the Sector Number is incremented by one
and this new sector is searched for. If MT (Multi-Track) is
set, both sides of one track can be read. Starting on side
zero, the sectors are read until the sector number specified
by End of Track Sector Number is reached. Then, side one
is read starting with sector number one.
In DMA mode the Read Data command continues to read
until the TC pin is set. This means that the DMA controller
should be programmed to transfer the correct number of
bytes. TC could be controlled by the ,..p and be asserted
when enough bytes are received. An alternative to these
methods of stopping the Read Data command is to program
the End of Track Sector Number to be the last sector number that needs to be read. The controller will stop reading
the disk with an error indicating that it tried to access a
sector number beyond the end of the track.
The Number of Data Bytes per Sector parameter is defined
in Table VIII. If this is set to zero then the Data Length
parameter determines the number of bytes that the controller transfers to the ,..P. If the data length specified is smaller
than 128 the controller still reads the entire 128 byte sector
and checks the CRC, though only the number of bytes specified by the Data Length parameter are transferred to the
,..P. Data Length should not be set to zero. If the Number of
Bytes per Sector parameter is not zero, the Data Length
parameter has no meaning and should be set to FF (hex).

TABLE VIII. Sector Size Selection
Number
of Bytes In
Data Field

Bytes/Sector
Code

128
256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192

0
1
2

If the Implied Seek Mode is enabled by both the Mode command and the IPS bit in this command, a Seek will be performed to the track number specified in the Command
Phase. The controller will also wait the Head Settle time if
the implied seek is enabled.
After all these conditions are met, the controller searches
for the specified sector by comparing the track number,
head number, sector number, and number bytes/sector given in the Command Phase with the appropriate bytes read
off the disk in the Address Fields.

An interrupt will be generated when the Execution Phase of
the Read Data command terminates. The values that will be
read back in the Result Phase are shown in Table IX. If an
error occurs, the result bytes will indicate the sector being
read when the error occurred.

If the correct sector is found, but there is a CRC error in the
Address Field, bit 5 of STl (CRC Error) is set and an abnormal termination is indicated. If the correct sector is not

READ DELETED DATA
This command is the same as the Read Data command
except for its treatment of a Deleted Data Mark. If a Deleted

3
4
5
6

I

TABLE IX. Result Phase Termination Values with No Error
I

MT
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
EOT

~

HD
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

Last
Sector

< EOT
= EOT

< EOT
= EOT

< EOT
= EOT

< EOT
= EOT

10 Information at Result Phase

Track

Head

Sector

BIS

NC
T+1
NC
T+1
NC
NC
NC
T+1

NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
1
NC
0

S+l
1
S+l
1
S+l
1
S+l
1

NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC

End of Track Sector Number from Command Phase

NC ~ No Change in Value
S ~ $actor Number last operated on by controller
T ~ Track Number programmed in Command Phase
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Command Description

(Continued)
Data Mark is read, the sector is read normally. If a Regular
Data Mark is found and the 5K bit is set, the sector is not
read, bit 6 of 5T2 (Control Mark) is set, and the next sector
is searched for. If a Regular Data Mark is found and the 5K
bit is not set, the sector is read, bit 6 of 5T2 (Control Mark)
is set, and the read terminates with a normal termination.

for each sector formatted during the Execution Phase. In
other words, as the controller formats each sector, it will
request four bytes through either DMA requests or interrupts. This allows for non-sequential sector interleaving.
50me typical values for the programmable GAP size are
shown in Table
The Format Command terminates when the index hole is
detected a second time, at which point an interrupt is generated. Only the first three status bytes in the Result Phase
are significant.

x.

WRITE DATA
The Write Data command is very similar to the Read Data
command except that data is transferred from the I£P to the
disk rather than the other way around. If the controller detects the Write Protect signal, bit 1 of 5T1 (Not Writable) is
set and an abnormal termination is indicated.

TABLE X. Gap Length for Various Sector Sizes
and Disk Types

WRITE DELETED DATA
Mode

This command is the same as the Write Data Command
except a Deleted Data Mark is written at the beginning of
the Data Field instead of the normal Data Mark.

Sector
Size

a"

READ A TRACK
This command is similar to the Read Data command except
for the following. The controller starts at the index hole and
reads the sectors in their physical order, not their logical
order.

FM

Even though the controller is reading sectors in their physical order, it will still perform a comparison of the header ID
bytes with the Data programmed in the Command Phase.
The exception to this is the sector number. Internally, this is
initialized to a one, and then incremented for each successive sector read. Whether or not the programmed Address
Field matches that read from the disk, the sectors are still
read in their physical order. If a header ID comparison fails,
bit 2 of 5T1 (No Data) is set, but the operation will continue.
If there is a CRC error in the Address Field or the Data Field,
the read will also continue.

MFM

Sector
Code

EOT

Gap

Format
Gap

Drives (360 RPM, 500 kb/s)

128
256
512
1024
2048
4096

00
01
02
03
04
05

1A
OF
08
\ 04

07
OE
18
47

02
01

C8
C8

1B
2A
3A
8A
FF
FF

256
512
1024
2048
4096
8192

01
02
03
04
05
06

1A
OF
08
04
02
01

OE
18
35
99
C8
C8

36
54
74
FF
FF
FF

5.25" Drives (300 RPM, 250 kb/s)

The command will terminate when it has read the number of
sectors programmed in the EOT parameter.

FM

READID
This command will cause the controller to read the first Address Field that it finds. The Result Phase will contain the
header bytes that are read. There is no data transfer during
the Execution Phase of this command. An interrupt will be
generated when the Execution Phase is completed.

MFM

FORMAT A TRACK
This command will format one track on the disk. After the
index hole is detected, data patterns are written on the disk
including all gaps, address marks, Address Fields, and Data
Fields. The exact details of the number of bytes for each
field is controlled by the parameters given in the Format A
Track command, and the IAF (Index Address Field) bit in the
Mode command. The Data Field consists of the Fill Byte
specified in the command, repeated to fill the entire sector.

128
128
256
512
1024
2048

00
00
01
02
03
04

12
10
08
04
02
01

07
10
18
46
C8
C8

09
19
30
87
FF
FF

256
256
512
1024
2048
4096

01
01
02
03
04
05

12
10
08
04
02
01

OA
20
2A
80
C8
C8

OC
32
50
FO
FF
FF

3.5" Drives (300 RPM; 250 kb/s)

To allow for flexible formatting, the I£P must supply the four
Address Field bytes (track, head, sector, number of bytes)

FM

128
256
512

00
01
02

OF
09
05

07
OE
1B

18
2A
3A

MFM

256
512
1024

01
02
03

OF
09
05

OE
18
35

36
54
74

Note: Format Gap is the gap length used only for the Format command.
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Command Description (Continued)
o

INDEX PULSE

GAP
26 or

GAP
or
rr

SYNC
6 or

lAM

00

rco

rr

SYNC
60f
00

GAP
BO or

SYNC
12 or

AM

GAP
50 Of

SYNC
12 or

~E

00

~o

AM
rE"

T
R
A
C
K

H
E
A
D

S
E
C
T
0
R

I

T
R
A
C
K

H
E
A
D

S
E
C
T
0
R

I

B
Y
T
E
S

C
R
C

GAP
11 or
rr

SYNC
6 or
00

AM
rB'OR

C
R
C

GAP
22 or

SYNC
12 or

AM

DATA

C
R
C

GAP
ROGRAM
ABLE

GAP

DATA

C
R
C

GAP
ROGRAM
ABLE

GAP

re'

IBM
rORIlAT

o

I

«

'I

00

I

I

~

AM

l

30r
1AI' rE

-1-14----.,..-'

LINDEXrIADDELDRESS-------..!.L'\'

ADDRESS rlELD

B
Y
T
E
S

«

00

~
;'1* OR
rs

\

-----J~444-----

1+-----------

I

DATA rlELD - - - - :

REPEATED rOR EACH S E C T O R - - - - - - - - - - - . l - .

o
rM

GAP
16 or
rr

SYNC
60f
00

AM
IT'

T
R
A
C

K

H
E
A
0

S
E
C
T

0
R

#

B
Y
T
E
S

C
R
C

GAP
11 or

SYNC
6 or
00

AM
rB' OR
rB'

DATA

C
R
C

GAP
ROGRAM
ABLE

GAP

rr

C
R
C

GAP
22 or

SYNC
12 or

AM

DATA

C
R
C

GAP
ROGRAM
ABLE

GAP

ISO

o

rORIlAT

MrM

GAP
32 or

«

SYNC
12 or

00

AM

ff
A1* FE

T
R
A
C

K

H
E
A
0

S
E
C
T

0
R

#

B
Y
T
E
S

«

00

l

30r
A1* rB
OR
rs

1

TLiF/9384-10

Notes:
FE'
FC'
FB'
Fa'

All byte counts In decimal.
All byte values in hex.

-

Data pattern of FE, Clock pattern of C7
Data pattern of FC, Clock pattern of 07
Data pattern of FB, Clock pattern of C7
Data pattern of Fa, Clock pattern of C7
AI' - Data pattern of AI. Clock pattern of OA
C2' - Data pattern of C2. Clock pattern of 14

CRC uses standard polynomial x 16

+ x 12 + x5 +

1.

FIGURE 6. IBM and ISO Formats Supported by the Format Command
SCAN COMMANDS

If the SK bit is set, sectors with deleted data marks are
ignored. If all sectors read are skipped, the command will
terminate with 03 of ST2 set (Scan Equal Hit). The result
phase of the command is shown in Table XI.

The Scan Commands allow data read from the disk to be
compared against data sent from the !,P. There are three
Scan Commands to choose from:
Scan Equal
Scan Less Than or Equal

I
I

I

,I

II

TABLE XI. Scan Command Termination Value.

Disk Data = ""p Data
Disk Data,;; !,P Data

Command

Scan Greater Than or Equal
Disk Data:;, !,P Data
Each sector is interpreted with the most significant bytes
first. If the Wildcard mode is enabled from the Mode command, an FF(hex) from either the disk or the ""p is used as a
don't care byte that will always match equal. After each sector is read, if the desired condition has not been met, the
next sector is read. The next sector is defined as the current
sector number plus the Sector Step Size specified. The
Scan command will continue until the scan condition has
been met, or the End of Track Sector Number has been
reached, or if TC is asserted.

Status
Register 2
D2

D3

0

1

1

0

Scan Low
or Equal

0
0

1

Scan High
or Equal

0
0

Scan Equal

1

1
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Condition.

Disk - ""p
Disk;/< ""p

0
0

Disk'" ""p
Disk < ""p
Disk> [J.P

1
0
0

Disk" [J.P
Disk> p.P
Disk < [J.P

II

CW)

~

~

c

r---------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
Command Description (Continued)
SEEK
There are two ways to move the disk drive head to the
desired track number. Method One is to enable the Implied
Seek Mode. This way each individual Read or Write command will automatically move the head to the track specified in the command.
Method Two is using the Seek Command. During the Execution Phase of the Seek Command, the track number to seek
to is compared with the present track number and a step
pulse is produced to move the head one track closer to the
desired track number. This is repeated at the rate specified
by the Specify Command until the head reaches the correct
track. At this point an interrupt is generated and a Sense
Interrupt Command is required to clear the interrupt.
During the Execution Phase of the Seek Command the only
indication via software that a Seek Command is in progress
is bits 0-3 (Drive Busy) of the Main Status Register. Bit 4 of
the Main Register (Controller Busy) is not set. While the
internal microengine is capable of multiple seeks on 2 or
more drives at the same time since the drives are selected
via the Drive Control Register in software, software should
ensure that only one drive is seeking at one time. No other
command except the Sense Interrupt Command should be
issued while a Seek Command is in progress.
If the extended track range mode is enabled, a fourth byte
should be written in the Command Phase to indicate the
four most significant bits of the desired track number. Otherwise, only three bytes should be written.

ible by the IJ-P. During an execution phase in Non-DMA
Mode, bit 5 (Execution Mode) in the Main Status Register is
set to 1. Upon entering Result Phase this bit is set to O.
Reasons 1 and 2 do not require the Sense Interrupt Status
command. The interrupt is cleared by reading or writing information to the data register.
Interrupts caused by reasons 3 and 4 are identified with the
aid of the Sense Interrupt Status Command. This command
resets the interrupt when the command byte is written. Use
bits 5, 6 and 7 of STO to identify the cause of the interrupt as
shown in Table XII.
TABLE XII. Status Register 0 Termination Codes
Status Register 0
Interrupt
Code

Seek
End

Cause

D7

D6

D5

1

1

0

Internal Ready Went True

0

0

1

Normal Seek Termination

0

1

1

Abnormal Seek Termination

TABLE XIII. Step, Head Load and Unload Timer
Definitions (500 kb/s MFM)
Timer

Mode 1
Value

Range

Mode 2
Value

(16 - N) 1-16 (16 - N) 1-16
Step Rate
Head Unload N x 16 0-240 N x 512 0-7680
NX2 0-254 N x 32 0-4064
Head Load

RECALIBRATE

Unit

Range
ms
ms
ms

Issuing a Sense Interrupt Status Command without an interrupt pending is treated as an invalid command.

The Recalibrate Command is very similar to the Seek Command. It is used to step a drive head out to track zero. Step
pulses will be produced until the track zero signal from the
drive becomes true. If the track zero signal does not go true
before 77 step pulses are issued, an error is generated. If
the extended track range mode is enabled, an error is not
generated until 3917 pulses are issued.
Recalibrations on more than one drive at a time should not
be issued for the same reason as explained in the Seek
Command. No other command except the Sense Interrupt
Command should be issued while a Recalibrate Command
is in progress.

If the extended track range mode is enabled, a third byte
should be read in the Result Phase which will indicate the
four most significant bits of the Present Track Number. Otherwise, only two bytes should be read.
SPECIFY
The Specify Command sets the initial values for each of the
three internal timers. The timer programming values are
shown in Table XIII.
The Head Load and Head Unload timers are artifacts of the
IJ-PD765A. These timers determine the delay from loading
the head until a read or write command is started, and unloading the head sometime after the command was completed. Since the DP8473's head load signal is now the software controlled Motor lines in the Drive Control Register,
these timers only provide some delay from the initiation of a
command until it is actually started. These times can be
extended by setting the TMR bit in the Mode Command.
The Step Rate Time defines the time interval between adjacent step pulses during a Seek, Implied Seek, or Recalibrate Command.
The times stated in the table are affected by the Data Rate.
The values in the table are for 500 kb/s MFM (250 kb/s FM)
and 1 Mb/s MFM (500 kb/s FM). For a 300 kb/s MFM data
rate (150 kb/s FM) these values should be multiplied by
1.6667, and for 250 kb/s MFM (125 kb/s FM) these values
should be doubled.
The choice of DMA or Non-DMA operation is made by the
NON-DMA bit. When this bit is 1 then Non-DMA mode is
selected, and when this bit is 0, the DMA mode is selected.

SENSE INTERRUPT STATUS
An interrupt is generated by the controller when any of the
following conditions occur:
1. Upon entering the Result Phase of:
a. Read Data Command
b. Read Deleted Data Command
c. Write Data Command
d. Write Deleted Data Command
e. Read a Track Command

f. Read ID Command
g. Format Command
h. Scan Commands
2. During data transfers in the Execution Phase while in the
Non-DMA mode
3. Internal Ready signal changes state (only occurs immediately after a hardware or software reset).
4. Seek or Recalibrate Command termination

This command does not generate an interrupt.

An Interrupt generated for reasons 1 and 2 above occurs
during normal command operations and are easily discern5-20
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Command Description (Continued)
lOW PWR (lOW PoWeR mode)

PU (PUMP Pulse Output): When set enables a Signal
that indicates when the Data Separator's charge pump is
making a phase correction. This is a series of pulses. This
signal is output on the PUMP/PREN pin when this bit is
set.
This is intended as a test mode to aid in evaluation of the
Data Separator. (Default mode is off)
RG (Read Gate): Like the PUMP output, when this bit is
set it enables a pin (the DSKCHG pin) to act as an external Read Gate Signal for the Data Separator. This is intended as a test mode to aid in evaluation of the Data
Separator. (Default mode is off)

SENSE DRIVE STATUS
This two byte command obtains the status of a disk drive.
Status Register 3 is returned in the result phase and contains the drive status. This command does not generate an
interrupt.
MODE
This command is used to select the special features of the
controller. The bits for the command phase bytes are shown
in the command description table, and their function is described below. The defaults after a hardware or software
reset are shown by the "bullets" to the left of each item.

SET TRACK
This command is used to inspect or change the value of the
internal Present Track Register. This could be useful for recovery from disk mis-tracking errors, where the real current
track could be read through the Read ID command and then
the Set Track Command can set the internal present track
register to the correct value.
The first byte of the command contains the command opcode and the R/W bit. If the R/W bit is low, a track register
is to be read. In this case, the result phase contains the
value in the internal register specified, and the third byte of
the command is a dummy byte.
If the R/W bit is high, data is written to a track register. In
this case the 3rd byte of the command phase is forced into
the specified internal register, and the result phase contains
the new byte value written.
The particular track register chosen to operate on is determined by the least significant 3 bits of the second byte of
the command. The two LSB's select the drive (DR1, DRO),
and the next bit (MSB) determines whether the least significant byte (MSB = 0) or the most significant byte (MSB = 1)
of the track register is to be read/written. When not in the
extended track range mode, only the LSB track register
need be updated. In this instance, the MSB bit is set to O.
This command does not generate an interrupt.

• TMR = 0 (motor TiMeR): Timers for motor on and motor
off are defined for Mode 1. (See Specify Command)
TMR = 1: Timers for motor on and motor off are defined
for Mode 2. (See Specify Command)
lW PR (loW PoweR)
• 00 Completely disable the low power mode. (default)
01 Go into low power mode 500 ms after the head unload timer times out.
10 Go into low power mode now.
11 Not Used.
• IAF=O (Index Address Format): The controller will format tracks with the Index Address Field included. (IBM
Format)
IAF= 1: The controller will format tracks without including the Index Address Mark Field. (ISO Format)
• IPS=O (ImPlied Seek): The implied seek bit in the command is ignored.
IPS= 1: The implied seek bit in the command is enabled
so that if the bit is set in the command, a Seek will be
performed automatically.
• ETR = 0 (Extended Track Range): Header format is the
IBM System 34 (double density) or System 3740 (single
density).
ETR = 1: Header format is the same as above but there
are 12 bits of track number. The MSB's of the track number are in the upper four bits of the head number byte.

INVALID COMMAND
If an invalid command (i.e., a command not defined) is received by the controller, the controller will respond with STO
in the Result Phase. The Controller does not generate an
interrupt during this condition. Bits 6 and 7 in the Main
Status Register are both set to one's indicating to the processor that the Controller is in the Result Phase and the
contents of STO must be read. When the system reads STO
it will find an 80(hex) indicating an invalid command was
received.

• WlD=O (scan WilD card): An FF(hex) from either the
,..p or the disk during a Scan Command is interpreted as
a wildcard character that will always match true.
WlD = 1: The Scan commands do not recognize FF(hex)
as a wildcard character.
Head Settle: Time allowed for head to settle after an
Implied Seek. Time = N x 4 ms, (0 ms-60 ms). (Based
on 500 kb/s and 1 Mb/s MFM data rates. Double for
250 kb/s.)

Typical Performance Characteristics
I

Typical Window Margin Performance
Characteristics at 250 kb/s MFM

i

~

I

S

I
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8
~

~I....

Typical Window Margin Performance
Characteristics at 500 kb/s MFM
I!i

~rm
-12% -8% -4%

0%

'"or ..

MOTOR SP£ED VAR~TJON ('

;!

S

;
I

12%

~HW
-12% -8% -4%

0%

'"or ..

MOTOR SPEED VAR~TJON ('

NOM_)

,,%
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (Notes 1 and 2)

Operating Conditions

If Military/Aerospace specified devices are required,
please contact the National Semiconductor Seles
Office/Distributors for availability and specifications.
-0.5Vto +7V
Supply Voltage (Vcc)
DC Input Voltage (VIN)
-0.5VtoVee + 0.5V
-0.5V to Vcc + 0.5V
DC Output Voltage (VOUT)
- 65·C to + 165·C
Storage Temperature Range (TSTG)
Package Power Dissipation (Po)
750mW
Lead Temperature (T LJ
(Soldering, 10 seconds)
2600C
0.6V
IVee-VccAI

DC Electrical Characteristics Vee =
Symbol
VIH

Parameter
High Level Input Voltage

Supply Voltage (Vcc)

Min
4.5

Max
5.5

Units
V

0

+70

·C

Operating Temperature (TA)
ESD Tolerance: CZAP = 100 pF
RZAP = 1.5 kO
(Note 5)

1500

V

5V ± 10% unless otherwise specified (Note 3)
Conditions

Min

(except OSC2/CLK)

Max

2.0

Units
V

VIL

Low Level Input Voltage

(except OSC2/CLK)

0.8

V

liN

Input Current (except OSC pins)

VIN = Vcc or GND

±1.0

/J- A

ICCA

Average VeeA Supply Current

VIN = 2.4V or 0.5V, 10 = 0 mA
(Note 4)

20.0

mA

Quiescent VCCA Supply Current
in Low Power Mode

VIN = Vcc or GND, 10 = 0 mA
(Note 4)

400

/J-A

Average Vee Supply Current

VIN = 2.4V or 0.5V, 10 = 0 mA
(Note 4)

20.0

mA

Quiescent Vee Supply Current
in Low Power Mode

VIN = Vee or GND, 10 = 0 mA
(Note 4)

2

mA

Icc

OSCILLATOR PINS (OSC2/CLK)
lose

OSC2 Input Current (OSC1 = GNO)

VIN = Vee or GNO

VIH

OSC2 High Level Input Voltage

OSC1 = GNO

VIL

OSC2 Low Level Input Voltage

OSC1 = GNO

±1.6

mA

2.4

V
0.4

V

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE PINS (00-07, INT, OAK, TC, ORQ, RO, WR, CS, AO-A3)
VOH

High Level Output Voltage

lOUT = -20/J-A
lOUT = -4.0 mA

VOL

Low Level Output Voltage

lOUT = 20/J-A
lOUT = 12 mA

loz

Output TRI-STATE® Leakage
Current

VOUT = Vee or GNO

V
V

Vee - 0.1
3.5
0.1
0.4

V
V

±10.0

/J-A

DISK DRIVE INTERFACE PINS
(MTRO-3, ORO-3, WOATA, WGATE, ROATA, OIR, HOSEL, TRKO, WRTPRT, RPM, STEP, OSKCHG, INDEX)
VH

Input Hysteresis

VOL

Low Level Output Voltage

lOUT = 48mA
VOUT = Vcc or GNO

ILKG

Output High Leakage Current

VIH

High Level Input Voltage

VIL

Low Level Input Voltage

250 Typical

mV
0.4

V

±100

/J- A

2.2

V
0.8

Note 1: Absolute Maximum Ratings are those values beyond which damage to the device may occur.

Note 2: Unless otherwise specified all voltages are referenced to ground.
Note 3: These DC Electrical Characteristics are measured staticly, and not under dynamic conditions.
Note 4: Icc is measured with a 0.1 "F supply decoupling capaCitor to ground.
Note 5: Value based on test complying with NSC SOP5·028 human body model ESO testing using the ETS·910 tester.
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V

Phase Locked Loop Characteristics Vcc = 5V ± 10%, FXTAL = 24 MHz unless otherwise specified
Parameter

Symbol
VREF

SETCUR Pin Reference

Conditions

=

R1

5.6 kO, Vcc

=

5V

Voltage
Kvco

VCO Gain (Note 5)

R1

Recommended Pump

=

tOATA

1 ,.s ±10%

Resistor Range
Kp(UP)

Charge Pump Up Current

R1

=

5.6 kO

R1

=

5.6 kO

Gain (IREF/lp(UP» (Note 6)
Kp(OWN)

Charge Pump Down Current
Gain (IREFllp(OWN» (Note 6)

KpLL

Tsw

Units

1.1

V

25

Mrad/slV

3-12

kO

2.50

(none)

2.25

(none)

Mrad

Internal Phase Locked Loop

(R1

Gain (Note 7)

Pump Up

75

Pump Down

70

5.6 kO)

Static Window
(Note 8)

Tow

=

Typ

Dynamic Window

Mrad

Early

Late

250 kb/s

1075

872

ns

500 kb/s

530

440

ns

1.0 Mb/s

259

234

ns

(R1

=

5.6 kO)

(Note)

70

%

Margin
Note: Measurements made with a repeating 'OB6" data pattern with reverse write precompensation, using recommended filter values for the configuration shown
in Figure 4c. 2S'C, S.OV, 0% MSV.
Note 5: The veo gain is measured at the 1.0 Mb/s data rate by forcing the data period over a range from 900 ns to 1100 ns, and measuring the resulting voltage
on the filter pin. The best straight line gain is fit to the measured pOints.
Note 6: This is the current gain of the charge pump, which is defined as the output current divided by the current through Rl.
Note 7: This is the product of: VREF x Kp x KvCO. The tolsl variation in this specification indicates the total loop gain variation contributed by the internal circuitry.
The KvCO portion of this specHication is measured at the 1.0 Mb/s dais rate by forcing the data period over a range of 900 ns to 1100 ns, and measuring the
resuHant Kvco. Kp is measured by forcing the Filter pin to 2.1 V and measuring the ratio of the charge pump current over the input current.
Note 8: The DP8473 is guaranteed to correctly decode a single shilled clock pulse at the end of a long series of non·shifted preamble bHs as long as the single
shifted pulse is shifted less than the amount specHied in Tsw. The length of the preamble is long enough for the PLL to lock. The filter components used are those
in Table II.

II
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AC Electrical Characteristics
MICROPROCESSOR READ TIMING

---...J''--------------"I'---X

AO-A2,DAK

- tAR -+1--- t RR - -....>-- t RA-=l

-tAOR I-tRO?

00-07

I-tOR-I

)I( VALID DATA )1(::::::::::
____________________~I.____

t_RI=L

INT
TL/F/9384-11

Symbol

Parameter

Min

Max

Units

tAR

Address Valid prior to Read Strobe

10

ns

tRA

Address Hold from Read Strobe

0

ns

tRR

Read Strobe Width

75

tRO

Read Strobe and Chip Select to Data Valid

75

ns

tAOR

Address Valid to Read Data

85

ns

tOR

Data Hold from Read Strobe to High Impedance
(TRI-STATE Note)

60

ns

tRI

Clear INT from Read Strobe

65

ns

5

ns

TRIRSTAT~

Note: This limit includes the RC delay inherent in our test method. This signal will typically turn off within 15 ns, enabling other devices to drive this
signal with no contention.

--

MICROPROCESSOR WRITE TIMING
AO-A2,DAK

X
__
-JI'-----------------:...J'II'------~t~~:~I--t~-~'rll~~t-w-A~--------"'-----1
I

CS,WR

~tADW----~+I~11t
tow ~' WO

•I!:

00-07

::::~:::::::::::)Jl.

VALID DATA

::::~:::::

____________________I~___t_wl~

~

INT

Symbol

j

Parameter

Min

TL/F/9384-12

Max

Units

tAW

Address Valid to Leading Edge of Write Strobe

10

ns

tWA

Address Hold from Write Strobe

0

ns

tww

Write Strobe Width

25

ns

tAow

Address Valid to Trailing Edge of Write Strobe

35

ns

tow

Data Setup to End of Write Strobe or Chip Select

20

ns

two

Data Hold from Write Strobe

12

ns

tWI

Clear INT from Write Strobe

65
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AC Electrical Characteristics

."
CD

.....
....

(Continued)

OSC2/CLOCK AND RESET TIMING

Co)

tH

tL

CLOCK

[==

tRW

RESET

Symbol

i
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Parameter

Min

Max

Units

tH

Clock High Time

16

ns

tL

Clock Low Time

16

ns

tRW

Reset Pulse Width

100

ns

DMA TIMING (Note 9)
ORO

.---i
_ t A0

-1\.

t

AA

OAK

_

,--

I---tOA--

Rii

OR

ViR

r-

\.
tOR

'.

1

tTQ

TC

Symbol

Parameter

trrL

Min

TL/F/9384-14

Max

Units

115

ns

tAO

End of ORO from OAK

taA

OAK Assertion from ORO

10

ns

tAA

OAK Pulse Width

75

ns

taR

ORO to Read or Write Strobe

10

ns

tTT

TC Strobe Width

50

ns

tTO

Time after Last ORO That

(Note

TC Must Be Asserted By

10)

ns

Note 9: DMA Acknowledge is sufficient to acknowledge a data transfer. Read or Write Strobes are neccessary only if data is to be presented to the data bus. If
Read/Write Strobes are applied, then they and the Acnowledge must be removed within 1 pos of each other.
Note 10: TC is is the terminal count pin which terminates the data transfer operation. There are several constraints placed on the timing of TC. 1) TC is enabled by
OAK, so TC must be pulsad while OAK is low. 2) TC must occur before «l/data rate x 8) - 1 pos). Data rate is the exact data transfer rate being used.
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Symbol
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DRIVE WRITE TIMING

r

HDSEL - - - - ,

~IHDS-1

~IHDH-1

I

I

WGATE

H(NOTEll)

IW0

Symbol

H

(NOTE 11)

LJ1IUlJ1J.

WDATA

-1

~

TL/F/93B4-16

Parameter

two

Write Data Pulse Width

tHoS

Head Select Setup to Write Gate Assertion

Conditions

Min

250 kb/s (MFM)
300 kb/s (MFM)
500 kb/s (MFM)
1000 kb/s(MFM)

500
416
250
225

ns
ns
ns
ns

50

",s

Max

Units

Head Select Hold from Write Gate
15
",s
tHoH
Note 11: Whenever WGATE is asserted the WDATA line is active. At the end of each write one dummy byte is written before WGATE is deasserted.
DRIVE TRACK ACCESS TIMING

I

I

INDEX

~I~~

iVR-U

1++

U
lORY

IORV-H

r

I

DRO-3,t.tTRO-3

I

DIR

~IDST~

U

STEP

-+I
Symbol

I+- PROGRAt.tt.tABLE

-+-

I

IOH

-+I

U

I+--ISTP
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Parameter

Min

tOST

Direction Setup prior to Step

tOH

Direction Hold from End of Step

tSTP

Step Pulse Width

8

tlW

Index Pulse Width

100

tORY

Drive Select or Motor Time from Write Strobe

Max

6

Units

",s

1 step time
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",s
ns

100

ns

AC Test Conditions (Notes 11,12,13)
Input Pulse Levels
Input Rise and Fall Times
Input and Output Reference Levels
TRI-STATE Reference Levels
Note 11: CL

~

Capacitance TA = 25°C, f =

GNDto3V
6ns
1.3V
Active High - O.5V
Active Low + O.5V

Parameter

Symbol

COUT

Typ

Units

Input Capacitance

5

pF

Output Capacitance

8

pF

Note 14: This parameter is not 100% tested.

100 pF, includes jig and scope capecitance.

Note 12: SI ~ open for push-pull outputs. 81 ~ Vee for high impedance to
active low and active low to high impedance measurements. 81 ~ GND for
high impedance to active high and active high to high imepedance measure·
ments. RL ~ 1.0 kO for ,.p interface pins.
Note 13: For the Open Drain Drive Interface Pins 81
1500.

~

Vee and RL

~

Vee

SI

Ir---......-~\( ~

~O.IJ.'f

'V

.............

,..INPUTC>--

DEVICE
UNDER

1--.....-0 OUTPUT

TEST
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Due to the increase in CMOS processing capabilities it is
now possible to integrate both the analog and digital circuitry to achieve a high performance monolithic. data separator.
The choice of CMOS technology also enables the integration of an analog data separator function with good performance onto a floppy disk controller, resulting in National's
DP8473 integrated floppy data separator/controller.
This paper discusses the functionalily of the DP8473 data
separator blocks, after a brief introduction to floppy disk
data separator theory. It then delves into the detail of PLL
design theory, providing design equations and considerations that enables the user to optimize the performance of
the PLL for various applications.
2.0 THE FUNCTION OF A DATA SEPARATOR
2.1 Encoding Techniques
The floppy disk controller writes data to the floppy disk drive
in a bit serial fashion as a series of encoded pulses. These
pulses are then converted by the drive into magnetic flux
reversals on the floppy disk media. The pulses can be later
read by the drive and converted back to encoded pulses
which can be decoded by the controller into the original
data.
Since data is one serial set of bits, and because "real
world" imperfections in the writing/reading process can
cause the serial information to vary and jitter, the clocking
information is embedded into the data stream, which enables synchronization to the data by the circuitry in charge
of reading the data.
It is the purpose of the Data Separator circuit to take the
encoded data from the disk, and to recover and separate
out the clock signal. The separated clock and data signals
are then sent to the controller's deserializer which converts
the data to bytes of data suitable for microprocessor manipulation.
The two most popular encoding schemes used on floppy
disks are: FM (Frequency Modulation), and MFM (Modified
Frequency Modulation). FM defines a bit cell for each bit of
data. Each cell contains a position for a clock pulse and a
position for a data pulse. Each of these positions are referred to as windows. The clock pulse is present in every
cell and a data pulse is present only if the data bit for that
cell is a one. When this data is read back from a disk, a read
clock can be generated from the clock pulses of the signal.
An example of FM encoded data is shown in Figure t.
FM encoding was the first method used for recording data
on a floppy disk. It is still used in some low cost systems
where storage capacily is not a critical issue. This method
works very well and requires relatively simple circuitry to
separate the clock pulses from the data pulses when the
data is read back. However, only 50% of the useful disk
space is used for recording data. The other 50% is used to
record clock pulses.
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Dat.
NRZ

Clock

MfM

TL/F19419-1

FIGURE 1. Examples of how clock and data information is encoded into
FM and MFM formats. Notice the increased density of MFM over FM.
MFM encoding allows 100% of the useful disk space for
storing data, and is currently the most widely used recording
format used for floppy disks. MFM defines a bit cell for each
bit of data, similar to FM, Again, each cell contains a position for a clock pulse (clock window) and a position for a
data pulse (data window). A data pulse is present if the data
bit is a one, A clock pulse is present only if the data bit is a
zero and the data bit in the previous bit window was a zero,

dress Field and one Data Field. Figure 2 shows the most
common track format used on floppy disks today. It is the
IBM double density standard.

A comparison of FM and MFM can be seen in Figure 1,
Because MFM requires fewer pulses to encode the same
amount of data, the information can be stored in half the
area required for FM encoded data, The only drawback of
MFM is that it requires better read/write head and accompanying electronics. It also requires a higher precision data
separator than FM requires. This is to resolve the location of
each pulse more precisely than with FM.

Next an address mark uniquely identifies this field as an
Address Field. The address marks are encoded with a
unique illegal pattern that is an MFM encoding rule violation.
The violation is a missing clock pulse from a particular location within the byte. This illegal pattern guarantees that this
is an address mark field and not a data pattern from some
other area of the disk. The following four bytes identify the
sector being read. This is followed by a CRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check). The CRC allows the controller to verify that
the information read is free of errors. This is followed by a
gap which is Simply a series of bytes that physically separates the Address Field from the Data Field.

The Address Field within a sector is used to identify what
sector the following data field belongs to. It begins with a
synchronization field or preamble to allow the data separator (which will be described soon) to synchronize to the
speed at which the data is being read from the disk.

2.2 Typical Floppy Format
A disk consists of many separate tracks, These tracks are
configured as a set of concentric circles, Each track contains a set of many sectors. Each sector contains one Ad-
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FIGURE 2. Typical format of a floppy disk. This Is the IBM MFM standard.
Notes:
C2' = Data Pattern of C2, Clock Pattern of 14
AI' = Data Pattern of AI, Clock Pattern of OA
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The Data Field contains the data that the sector represents.
It begins with a preamble and data field address mark, similar to the beginning of the Address Field. The actual sector
data follows this. The data is followed by a CRC and then a
gap, that separates this sector from the next.

data separator must be able to synthesize the average frequency of the data coming in, and if the disk data rate differs from the nominal value then synchronization is more
difficult.
2.4 Performance Measures of a Data Separator
There are several measures of data separator performance.
The most universal one is window margin. Window margin
measurements themselves can be subdivided into two categories, Dynamic, and Static (described shortly). Window
margin is defined as the amount of bit shift that can be
tolerated by a data separator without mis-decoding the data.

2.3 Obstacles in Reading Data
Since MFM is the most popular floppy disk data encoding
method the following discussion will refer specifically to
MFM.
The floppy controller must be able to decode the data read
from a disk drive. Theoretically, this could be a fairly easy
process. The controller must first synchronize to the clock
pulses in the preamble field ola sector. After that, it is just a
matter of checking when the next encoded data pulse arrives. The pulse can arrive, 1, 1.5 or 2 bit periods later.
Using this information the controller can decode this and all
subsequent bits, reconstructing the original data from this
information.
Unfortunately, this simple method is not so simple. The data
pulses read back from a disk drive will generally be somewhat different from the data originally written.

SINGLE BIT CELL - - - - - -...

There are three major sources of data degradation.
1. Bit Shift-As data is written, magnetic interaction of adjacent bits cause the data to be shifted in time from its
nominal position. When these flux transitions are recorded close to each other, the superposition of their magnetic fields tends to move their apparent position. Thus when
they are read, the floppy drive's peak detector moves the
peak of these flux transitions apart from each other. This
is the major cause of instantaneous bit shift.

Clock Window

Data Window

Theoretical
Window Boundry

Theoretical
Window Boundry

....
I I
I I
I I

t..:;.,-__ J L_-"'...:t..:;."-_.....

(This type of data degradation is mostly predictable and
can be partially compensated for by shifting the data as it
is written to the disk in the opposite direction that the bit
is predicted to shift. This is called Write Precompensation. The DP8473 contains circuitry required to perform
this function. The write precompensation circuit intercepts the serial data being written to the disk and shifts
the data early, late, or none, based on the data pattern.)
Several other factors can contribute to jitter. The drive's
peak detector may be unbalanced, resulting in a bit shift
similar to that described above. This could cause positive
going peaks to appear earlier than negative going peaks
or vice-versa. Also, a long cable. between the disk drive
and the disk controller may contril;>ute to bit shift.
2. Motor Speed Variation (MSV)-This is an error in the
spindle motor speed from the nominal, and causes the
data rate to vary typically 1-2% for each drive. For design purposes this value is doubled since drive media is
interchangeable. Thus a slow drive can record data that
is read on a fast drive.

Nominal
Clock
Pulse
(If Present)

Regions where
pulse
may not be
correctly
decoded

Nominal
Date.
Pulse
(If no Clock
Pulse)
TLlF/9419-3

FIGURE 3. Window Margin Timing Definition
Figure 3 shows a timing diagram of a typical bit cell, and its
compOSite data and clock windows. Theoretically a pulse
(either clock or data) could be shifted in time either early or
late relative to its nominal position by up to % of a bit period
and still be decoded correctly. This is the theoretical window
boundary region in Figure 3. If the pulse is shifted more than
this, then it would fall into another pulse's window. In reality,
due to the limitations of practical data separator implementations, the actual window boundary in which data will be
directly decoded· is less than the full % period. This is
shown in Figure 3 as the actual window region. Typically this
actual window size is measured as either a percentage of
the theoretical maximum or in terms of nanoseconds. The
former is the more popular method and will be used here as
well. In equation form:

3. Instantaneous Speed Variation (ISV)-This is an additional speed error that is a constantly changing affect due
to disk-jacket friction, and mechanical resonances. Usually this variation has a frequency component less than
1 kHz and causes the data rate to vary an additional 12% (again doubled).
While bit shift is the primary cause of decoding problems,
the speed variations create difficultY in locking to the frequency of the data stream, and degrade jitter tolerance. The

WM% =

(Actual Window Size)
X 100%
(Nominal Theoretical Window Size)

Window margin should be measured with a specified
amount of iSV and MSV, afa specific data rate, with a specified data field and format pattern, and a known bit shift
algorithm. If any of these are unspecified, then a true comparison of data separator performance is more difficult. Window margin is usually specified as a percentage of the nominal frequency window (as opposed to the nominal frequency
plus the MSV).
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There are two basic types of window margin tests. One test
is where the data separator and controller must read a sector of data, in which all the bits are shifted until the data
separator cannot read the sector correctly. This is called
dynamic window margin. A second test is to present a long
sequence of perfectly centered MFM clock pulses except
for one bit. This bit is shifted until an error occurs. This second test is called static window margin.

Later in sections 4.2 and 5.1 theoretical calculation and
practical measurements of window margin are described.
2.5 Analog Data Separator BasiCS
The job of a data separator is to produce a read clock that
follows the slow data rate change caused by the drive motor
variation (MSV and ISV), but not track the instantaneous bit
jitter. This read clock then is used to clock in the serial data
into some type of deserializer. Generating a read clock for
MFM encoded data is potentially difficult. Because of the
MFM encoding rules, many clock pulses are missing from
clock or data windows. As a matter of fact, in a long string of
one's, there are no clock pulses at all. A data separator
must use both clock pulses and data pulses to synchronize
to the encoded signal. The most popular method to do this
is with a Phase Locked Loop (PLL).

Do Not Confuse the Two Measurements. The first one more
correctly reflects the "Real World". The second one is an
indicator of the accuracy of the circuits that compose the
PLL, but does not include most of the errors due to the
response of the PLL.
As an example of a dynamic window margin test: A data
separator has a 70% window margin at 500 Kb/s, with a
total ± 1.5% MSV, and ± 1% ISV. The encoding is MFM,
and the data pattern is a repeating DB6DB6 ... (HEX) pattern. A reverse write precompensation algorithm is used for
pattern dependent bit jitter (all bits are jittered). These conditions are one of the worst case conditions for analog data
separators. This means that the data separator will correctly
decode a pulse so long as it is shifted no more than
± 350 ns from its nominal position (the theoretical window
at 500 Kb/s is ±500 ns) over the full MSV and ISV range.

A PLL consists of three main components, a phase detector, a filter, and a voltage controlled oscillator (VeO), as
shown in Figure 4. Also in most cases a divider is used to
divide the veo frequency as needed. The basic operation
of a PLL is fairly straight-forward. The phase detector detects the difference between the phase of the veo (or divider) output and the phase of a periodic input signal. This
phase difference is converted to a current which either
charges or discharges a filter. The resulting filter voltage
changes the frequency of the veo (and also the divider)
output in an attempt to, reduce the phase difference between the two phase detector input signals. A PLL is
"locked" when the frequency of the two phase detector Input signals is the same.

Another data separator performance measurement is Bit Error Rate (BER). This is a measure that is defined as ratio of
the number of bit errors during long term reading divided by
the total number of bits read. A small bit error rate is desirable. BER is better for evaluation of total system performance, since the performance of the whole system effects on
this figure. Thus as a final system checkout the manufacturer can specify the media, drives, data separator, and determine the error rate of this system. It is relatively difficult to
isolate the bit errors due solely to the data separator. This
specification is a less exact performance measurement than
window margin for a data separator.

Signal that Is

t--------------+- Input
the Average
Frequency

Why Is Window Margin Important?
The greater the window margin the lower the error rate. For
example if a bit is read with too much bit jitter for the data
separator, then that data cannot be read and the whole sector (or file) is lost. This is especially fatal since floppies do
not have error correction capability.
Another area where window margin is important, is manufacturing yields. A larger window margin ensures that when
intermixing best/worst case drives and controllers there is
minimum fallout. Thus larger volume vendors tend to try to
optimize window margin to improve yields as well as data
integrity.

TL/F/9419-4

FIGURE 4. Simplified Block Diagram
of Phase Locked Loop
With a slight modified version of the basic PLL, an MFM
data separator can be made. A modification is reqUired because MFM encoded data is not a periodic signal. A phase
comparison can only be made when a pulse arrives from the
disk. When there is no clock or data pulse, the PLL should
continue generating the frequency it was generating before
the missing pulse. This is called a phase only comparison,
and it is the usual method of tracking an MFM signal.

Each designer needs to decide for himself what margin requirements are necessary. In general, many high quality analog deSigns typically achieve 60~65% window margin under worst case conditions, with the best designs approachirig70%.
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FIGURE 5. Simplified Block Diagram of Typical Data Separator
Therefore, the DP8473 data separator uses a % period (%
bit window) long delay line with the pulse gate. Now with this
delay line, all phase comparisons are made to the delayed
data. Thus the PLL is operating % of a period behind the
data coming from the disk, but this allows the phase comparison enable logiC to determine whether a pulse will occur
in a bit cell or not, and make the proper comparison.
Figure 6c shows how this works. For an early bit, the data
input enables a phase comparison, and the phase detector
compares the delayed data bit to the veo edge. In the case
of this early bit, the proper pump up is generated. On the
next veo cycle, the quarter period delay has detected no
pulse, and so no comparison is made. For the late bit, the
comparison is enabled prior to the veo clock, so a pump
down is generated until the delayed data bit is seen by the
phase detector.

A typical data separator is shown in Figure 5. In addition to
the components of a typical PLL, it includes a quarter period
delay line and either a pulse gate or pulse inserter (not
both). Both of these blocks enable the pulse gate or pulse
inserter to decide when the phas~ comparison should be
made. The quarter period delay line delays the incoming
data pulses a quarter of a bit cell, and this feeds the pulse
gate or pulse inserter. The pulse gate will disable phase
comparisons when a veo pulse occurs but read data pulses are missing. The pulse inserter will insert fake read data
pulses into the phase detector when there is a veo pulse
but no read data pulse. These components are required to
determine the proper timing of the phase comparisons for
MFM encoded data. The need for these blocks can be demonstrated by referring to Figure 6. Only the use of the pulse
gate is described since this is what is implemented in the
DP8473 data separator.
Figure 68 shows two MFM bit cells, each with a clock pulse.
The veo output provides two clocks per cell since an MFM
pulse can appear in either of the two windows that compose
the bit cell. (Note for simplicity the divider block is ignored.)
To achieve lock, the data separator tries to line up the rising
edge of the input pulses with the rising edges of the veo
output cycles. MFM encoded data is not periodic, that is
some of the cells are missing pulses. The data separator
must decide when to make a valid phase comparison. This
can be seen from Figure 6a where the phase detector first
makes a comparison to an early pulse, which is correct, but
then on the next veo cycle the phase detector now compares this veo edge even though no input pulses are present. Hence, there must be a mechanism for fooling the
phase detector into not making a comparison. The method
chosen in the DP8473 is to use a pulse gate to eliminate the
unwanted veo edge.

At nominal frequency, a delay of % of a bit ensures that the
phase detector will be properly enabled even if the data bit
is late all the way to the edge of its clock or data window.
(Remember one bit cell contains a clock and a data window.
A data pulse will appear within either (but not both) of these
windows. Therefore the theoretical maximum amount of bit
shift is % of a bit cell.)
The quarter period delay line solves this problem of forecasting the future. It causes the MFM encoded data pulses
to be delayed by a quarter of a bit period. This allows the
pulse gate to determine when data pulses exist ahead of
time and thus enable the phase detector only at the appropriate times.
It is important that the quarter period delay line be accurate.
If the quarter period delay line is not accurate (ie. it's too
long or too short), then the window margin performance of
the data separator will be reduced. This performance reduction is due to the PLL's inability to correctly resolve bit shift
near the edge of a bit window. For example, if at 500 Kb/s
the delay line were shorter than it should be, say 400 ns
long instead of 500 ns, then a bit shifted 450 ns from its
nominal position is incorrectly decoded. The window margin
in this case is immediately reduced 20% from it's ideal. The
same degradation occurs when the delay line is too long.

However, disabling the phase detector's input does not
completely solve the problem, as shown in Figure 6b. Here
the first early pulse is compared correctly. At the beginning
the next veo cycle the data separator does not know
whether to do a phase comparison, since it does not know
whether the pulse is missing or just late. Thus by the time
the next pulse does arrive the PLL is lost.
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FIGURE 6. This shows why a % period delay line Is needed.
a) Shows phase comparisons that occur if only a phase
detector is used; b) Shows the data separator's need to predict
the arrival of a pulse; and c) Shows how the % period delay fixes this.
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These circuits are typically much better than 1st generation
circuits, but still far short of the analog approach. These
circuits have dynamic window margins of 50-55% over a
± 6% lock range (total MSV variation).

2.6 Operation of an Analog Data Separator
A data separator can be described as operating in one of
three phases during each read cycle: Idle Phase, Initial
Locking Phase, and the Tracking Phase.
Initially, when the data separator is not being used to read
data from the disk, it is in the Idle Phase. While in the Idle
Phase, the PLL is both phase and frequency locked to a
reference frequency. (Frequency comparison is implemented by forcing a phase comparison every VCO clock.) The
PLL must eventually lock to both clock and data pulses of
the encoded data when it is read from the disk, so the reference frequency is generally two times the data rate frequency.
When data is to be read from the disk, the PLL switches
from the reference frequency to the incoming data stream.
Because the encoded data read from the disk is not a periodic Signal, only phase comparisons are made. Since the
PLL was initially locked to a frequency very close to twice
the actual data rate, the time required for the PLL to lock
onto the data read from the disk is minimized.
To further minimize this locking time, the beginning of each
Address Field and Data Field starts with a preamble (or synchronization field). The preamble is a series of bytes with a
zero data pattern (all clock pulses and no data pulses).
When read, the preamble will produce a periodic signal with
little bit jitter. The data separator can lock to this signal with
the least chance of an error. It would be ideal for the floppy
controller to switch the data separator from the Idle Phase
to the Initial Locking Phase at the beginning of a preamble
to enable the maximum amount of lock time.
Once the PLL is locked to the average frequency of the data
being read from the disk, it should simply track the data
frequency. This means tracking the slow data rate speed
variations caused by the drive motor, yet ignoring instantaneous bit jitter. This is the Tracking Phase. The data separator then allows the controller's deserializer to start decoding
the incoming data.

3.0 DP8473 DATA SEPARATOR FUNCTIONAL
DESCRIPTION
The integrated floppy disk data separator from National
Semiconductor combine the performance of an analog PLL
and the ease of use of a digital data separator. It does not
require any external trimmed components, and it has a data
rate range from 125 Kbits/sec up through 1.0 Mbits/sec. It
is built using CMOS technology to achieve good linear performance as well as low power operation. A block diagram
for the data separator is shown in Figure 7.
3.1 Block Diagram Description
The heart of the DP8473 data separator is the main PLL.
The main PLL consists of the VCO, programmable divider,
phase detector, and the charge pump. The entire operation
of the PLL and data separator logic is based on the Reference Clock which should be an accurate reference frequency. The Reference Clock is divided by two, then feeds the
Secondary PLL, and the divide-by-N counter. As discussed
later the Secondary PLL is used to calibrate the operation of
the quarter period delay and Primary VCO. The Reference
Clock's Divide-By-N counter and the Programmable Divider
are both programmable counters whose divide by factor is
determined by the data rate selected. The output of the divide-by-N and the Programmable divider is always twice the
data rate. The output of the divide-by-N is used as a reference frequency for the PLL to lock to when the PLL is idle.
The output of the Programmable Divider is the separated
clock that is used to strobe the incoming pulses into the
controller's deserializer.
Note: Throughout this discussion, the Reference Clock as shown in Figure 7
is the master clock for the data separator block. This Reference Clock
also generates several other clock frequencies that are used by the
data separator sub-sections. In the following discussions the term
Reference Clock refers only to the signal in Figure 7 that feeds the
divide·by·2 and divide·by·N blocks. Also the term Divide·By·N counter
is used for the counter driven by the Reference Clock, whereas the
Programmable Divider refers to the counter driven by the veo.

2.7 Digital Data Separators
A second method of separating clock and data information
is to use a digital data separator. While the circuits for the
analog solution has evolved significantly, digital data separators have also improved somewhat, .in a (less than successful) attempt to match the performance of the analog
approach. These circuits are described below.

In the DP8473, the Reference Clock of Figure 7 is derived
from a prescaler circuit that is operating at 24 MHz. The
output of this prescaler circuit is 8 MHz for all data rates
except 300 Kb/s. At 300 Kb/s the equivalent prescaler output is 9.6 MHz. The 24 MHz is intended to be a fixed frequency, but could be scaled lower for unique applications if
desired.
Under normal operation the Secondary PLL and the Primary
VCO run at one half the Reference Clock frequency. Thus
the Primary VCO's output is 4 MHz (except at 300 Kb/s
where the VCO output is 4.8 MHz.) Operation at different
data rates is accomplished by changing the Divide-By-N and
Programmable Divider.
The basic operation of the Phase Locked Loop is fairly standard although there are several added features in the
DP8473 PLL. The phase detector determines the phase

First Generation Digital Data Separator (DDS)-This circuit
is a very convenient all digital data separator. Its primary
advantages are simplicity, and low external parts count. This
circuit usually consists of a set of counter timing circuits and
some control logiC to count times between individual pulses,
and thus determine whether a pulse is clock or data. The
SMC9216 is representative of this technology. Its major disadvantage is performance, and the inability to optimize the
window margin for various lock ranges. The dynamic window margin for these types of circuits is usually around 55%
with no MSV and as low as 30% with a ±3% total MSV.
Second Generation DDS-A sophisticated digital data separator can be compared functionally to an analog data separator. The ideal digital separator consists of a sampler
(phase detector), a ROM look up table, with memory (filter),
and a programmable counter (VCO). The pulse gate can be
implemented as an extension of the ROM look up table.
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FIGURE 7. A more detailed Block Diagram of the DP8473 data separator, a) showing the zero phase start up, secondary
PLL, control logic block and external R's and C's. b) Also showing a more detailed diagram of the secondary PLL, main
VCO and delay line. This highlights the self calibration technique.
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difference between two inputs. One input is always the divided output of the Programmable Divider.
The other input is either a reference frequency (derived from
the Reference Clock) of twice the data rate while the data
separator is in the idle mode, or when reading the disk the
encoded data from the drive after it has passed through the
quarter-period delay line.

will be small. In this case the width of the pump signal could
be so small that the rise time may prevent the signal from
ever being recognized by the charge pump. To ensure that
the charge pump can recognize even the smallest pump
signal, both pump up and pump down signals are asserted
at each phase comparison and the appropriate signal is extended by an amount propqrtional to the phase difference
between the two input signals. The pump signals are then
subtracted from each other by the charge pump. Therefore,
the rise time of the pump up or down Signals will not degrade the performance of the charge pump.

While in the idle mode, the phase detector determines both
phase and frequency information. This is accomplished by
forcing the pulse gate to enable all phase comparisions.
This state is set by the top two multiplexers of Figure 7
which in idle mode select clocks generated by the Reference Clock to enable the pulse gate on every clock edge
(hence all clocks are compared by the phase detector). By
locking to the Reference Clock generated frequencies in
both phase and frequency, the PLL is preventing from locking back to a harmonic of this frequency.

The charge pump simply adds or removes an amount of
charge proportional to the length of the pump signal to or
from an external filter. The voltage of the external filter determines the frequency produced by the VCO.
Finally a synchronized clock and serial data signal is sent to
the controller's deserializer by the Data Synch Logic Block.
This circuit takes the output of the Programmable Divider
and the Read Data pulses, and synchronizes these two signals, by centering the read data pulse in the appropriate
Programmable Divider's clock cycle. This allows the controller to easily deserialize and decode the data pulses properly.
An additional block not shown here, but used on the
DP8473 is the filter selection logic. This logic is used to
select different filters for different data rates. The description and use of this circuitry is described in section 5.3.

When the data separator is told to read the incoming data
pulses, Read Gate is asserted. This changes the signals
selected by the multiplexers. The top multiplexer switches
to inputting the "raw" read data pulses into the pulse gate,
and the bottom multiplexer sends read data delayed by a
quarter bit period to the phase detector input. When this
switch occurs, the Zero Phase Start-Up logic syn,chronizes
the Programmable Divider's output to be in phase with the
very next arriving data pulse. This causes the PLL to acquire
lock to the data quicker since it is starting with a "near zero"
phase error between the Programmable Divider and the encoded data.

3.2 Self Calibration
Normally, most VCO implementations would need an external precision capaCitor (maybe trimmed) to set its center
frequency. Also, the quarter period delay line would require
an external trimming resistor to set the delay to exactly a
quarter of the data rate. The actual delay of the delay elements used in these functions would normally vary from one
part to another due to normal process variations. However,
the DP8473 has been designed to eliminate the need for
these external trims. There are actually two PLLs in the
DP8473; the Primary PLL, and a Secondary PLl. The Primary PLL is used for data separation. The Secondary PLL is
used to calibrate all of the delay elements used in the chip.
This includes the quarter-period delay line and the main
VCO.

The quarter-period delay line consists of a series of voltage
controlled delay elements. The encoded data from the disk
drive enters the beginning of the delay line. The output is
derived from the output of one of the delay elements. The
delay element used for the output depends upon the data
rate used.
When locked to either the read data pulses or the reference, the phase detector issues either a pump up signal or
a pump down signal depending upon whether the VCO
should increase or decrease its frequency. The length of
this pump Signal is proportional to the amount of phase difference between the two input Signals. When locked, the
phase difference between the VCO and the delayed data
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The veo of the Secondary PLL is a ring oscillator of delay
elements. The amount of delay that each inverter produces
is regulated by a control voltage which is the internally connected output of the Secondary PLL. The Secondary PLL is
locked to the same frequency as the Primary veo, half of
the reference clock frequency. The delay elements used in
the secondary veo are identical to those used in the Primary veo and are regulated by the same control voltage.
There are also the same number of delay elements in each.
Therefore, the center frequency of the Primary veo is internally trimmed to exactly half of the reference frequency.
Since the delay elements in the Secondary PLL have a
known delay, any number of identical elements that are set
by the calibration voltage will have a very accurate delay.
Thus the quarter period delay line is just a chain of these
delay elements that have the desired total length.
The delay elements used in the quarter-period delay line are
also of the same type used in the secondary veo. Because
the delay of each element is accurately set by the Secondary PLL, there is no need for any trimmed tuning components for any of these circuits. Essentially, the only external
passive components required for the DP8473 are for the
filter(s) (two capacitors and a resistor per data rate), and a
resistor to set the gain of the charge pump (ie. the amount
of charge pump current).

of the controller and data separator blocks to implement a
read algorithm that is much more sophisticated than previous floppy controller integrated circuits.
Before describing the details of the algorithm, a brief discussion of a disk read (or write) is necessary. When the controller is issued a read (or write) command, it is asked for a
specified sector. The controller starts to look at the incoming MFM information. It scans this information, trying to locate the proper address field. In order to do this, the data
separator is first told to lock to the disk data, and once
locked the controller looks at the incoming information. In
most controllers, the data separator is told to look at the
data continuously until the correct sector address is found.
This males the data separator susceptible to being thrown
out of lock, since the controller is not "watc1'ling" the data
separator to see if it has maintained lock through the search
process (which it can easily lose). Once the correct address
is found the controller must then ensure that the associated
data area is read, by re-Iocking to the incoming signal and
then reading (or writing) the data.
Figure 8 shows in state diagram form the algOrithm used by
the DP8473 controller to ensure that disk data is correctly
read (or written). This algorithm is much more sophisticated
than previous generation controllers. The following describes the operation. When the controller is idle, the data
separator is locked to the crystal! clock reference in a frequency comparison mode. (Frequency comparisons are
made by disabling the pulse gate, and ensuring that all reference and veo cycles are compared.)

3.3 Data Separator Read Algorithm
Since the DP8473 floppy disk controller incorporates the
analog data separator, it takes advantage of close proximity

NOT 3rd
ADDRESS
MARK

TL/F/9419-10

FIGURE 8. State Diagram for a Data Separator Synchronization and Read Operation
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When a read command is issued to the controller the controller asserts an internal Read Gate signal to the data separator. This causes the PLL to switch from locking to the
reference to locking to the data with the pulse gate enabled,
and the primaryVeO/divider started in phase with the next
incoming pulse. The PLL waits 6-bit times to lock to the
data. When the seventh bit arrives the data separator assumes that this bit is a preamble bit (thus an MFM clock bit).
The controllerI data separator then continues looking at the
data until a non-preamble pattern is detected (ie. an MFM
data pulse). It then checks to see if it has now encountered
an address mark with the proper rule violation. If it has not,
read gate is deasserted. The data separator returns to the
idle state for 6 byte times, and then starts all over again.

Figure 9 shows a diagram of a PLL which is assumed to be
in a locked state. Each box contains the phase transfer
function of the corresponding block and each node has the
relative phase signal. The PLL is locked, which means that
the veo output and the input signal are at the same frequency and in-phase with each other (the phase error is a
constant). This model is useful for understanding the phase
locking process when the PLL is switched from the reference frequency to the incoming data.

-v-+

If three address mark bytes are found then the data separa- \
tor remains locked to the data while the controller looks to
see if it has found the right address field. If the controller
discovers that this field is not the correct address field then
it deasserts read gate for 6 bytes, and tries again.
If the correct address field is encountered, the controller deasslilrts read gate during the gap between the address and
data fields. It then re-asserts read gate, and follows the
state diagram to read the data field (ie. looking for preamble, address marks etc.).
This comparison is done on a bit-by-bit basis, therefore ensuring that the PLL never tries to lock on an unwanted field
for more than one bit time. In other words, the PLL will never
loose lock. This algorithm provides a very fast lock to the
data stream, and ensures that the data separator never falls
out of lock while reading the data. Both of these features
reduce the need to do retries of operations to ensure correct execution.
4.0 DESIGNING WITH THE DP8473
DATA SEPARATOR
The following section is a fairly in-depth description of the
design characteristics of the PLL in the DP8473 controller.
(National Semiconductor cannot be responsible for the sanity of anyone who ventures into this section. Hence we recommend using the filter values supplied in the datasheets.)

I.
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FIGURE 9. The Block Diagram for an Initially
Locked PLL Control System, Showing the
Transfer Functions for Each Block
The frequency variations that this model take into account
are assumed small enough so that the loop stays locked in
frequency. Therefore, only the effect on the phase difference is considered. Also, it is easier to refer to bit shift tolerance in terms of phase. Hence the phase transfer functions
yield the most appropriate information.
The concept of phase is very much related with the concept
of time. The advantage of phase information is that it is
independent of frequency of the signal and it is measured
as a pure number (radians).
A simple Re filter model will be used to simplify the math.
This is actually a good model because the effect of a second capaCitor is only seen at high frequencies. This simplification allows the use of second order PLL theory that is
easily available in literature. (See for example: R.E. Best,
Phase Locked Loops, McGraw-Hili, 1984)

Two elements determine the overall performance of a
Phase Locked Loop: the loop gain and the loop'filter design.
When using the DP8473 both of these elements are controlled by the user. The amount of current in the charge
pump circuit can be set with an external resistor. This will
set the overall gain of the PLL. The filter is external to the
DP8473 and is user definable. This gives the user the possibility of tailoring the data separator performance to his own
application requirements and design criteria. The following
information will present some tradeoffs that apply in choosing the external components for typical applications.

From Figure 9 the closed loop phase transfer function for
the loop can be derived using standard control system theory techniques, and reduces to:
H(s)

= 62(S) =
61 (s)

KDK'vCO F(8)
8 + KDK'vcoF(8)

(1)

where K'vco = Kvco/N, N being the number of veo cycles between phase comparisons due to the divider that
typically is inserted between the veo and phase detector.
The closed loop phase error function can be written as:
6.(s)
H.(s) = 61(8) = l-H(s) =

4.1 Basic Phase Lock Loop Theory
This section will first start with the basic control systems
model for a second order PLL, and then apply these basic
equations to the individual blocks that compose the data
separator in the DP8473 ContrOller.

61-62=
s
(2)
61
s+ KDK'vcoF(s)
Now we'll evaluate the variables that appear in expressions
(1) and (2).

Initially Locked Model
In order to understand the behavior of the data separator
and to discuss the tradeoffs of the different design parameters, some background in the theory of PLLs will be presented.
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The Charge Pump

The actual value K'veo for expressions (1) and (2) differs by
a factor of N. N is the ratio between the frequency of the
internal VCO and the "instantaneous" frequency of the
data. This takes into account both the factor due to the way
the data is encoded, and the factor due to the internal programmable divider used for the data rate selection. The following table gives the value of N for different codes, data
rates, and data patterns. K' veo can be derived from these
values of N.

In the phase detector/charge pump circuit a current is generated in the correct direction (positive or negative) every
time the edges of the VCO/divider output and the incoming
data pulses are not coincident. The current is a pulse with
amplitude equal to IpUMP and length equal to the phase
error between the two signals. The pump current is zero for
the rest of the period, so the average current is:
IZ = IpUMP8.

TABLE I. VCO Gain Reduction Factor for
the DP8473 with a 24 MHz Crystal/Clock

(3)

21T

where 8. is the phase error between the VCO/divider and
input pulses. The phase detector and charge pump gain is:
(4)

where IpUMP = Kp X IR. IR is the current set by an external
resistor at SETCUR pin. The current at this pin is: IR =
VREF/R1, Kp = 2.5, and VREF "" 1.2V. Thus combining
equations:
(2.5)(1.2)
IPUMP=--R1

Code

Data PaHerns

N

1 Mb/s

MFM

all O's, alil's
010101 ...

4
8

500 Kb/s

MFM

all O's, all 1's
010101 ...

8
16

allO's
all1's

8
4

FM

(5)

Note that the maximum current that can flow to or from the
charge pump is 500 /LA, which corresponds to a resistor
value of 3 kO. The minimum current is limited to 125 /LA by
stability and leakage constraints on the internal reference
circuits. So R1 must be smaller than 12 kO. In conclusion,
the charge pump current and resistor can be set in the following range:

300 Kb/s

MFM

all O's, all 1's
010101 ...

16
32

250 Kb/s

MFM

all O's, all1's
010101 ...

16
32

FM

allO's
all1's

16
8

FM

allO's
all1's

32
16

125 Kb/s

So for a 250 Kb/s MFM data rate N= 16 and K'veo = 1.56
Mrad/set/volt.

125 /LA ,;;; IpUMP ,;;; 500 /LA
3kO';;; R1';;; 12kO

The loop filter calculation is made assuming lock and acquisition during a preamble (all O's pattern), so these values of
N are used in the bandwidth and damping calculations
shown later.

Any value in this range can be chosen, and usually the
choice is dependent on the PLL filter capacitor's mechanical size and cost. We have chosen in the datasheet a value
of 5.6 kO since it represents a good compromise of all
these considerations.

The PLL Loop Filter
Inside the data separator, the charge pump output is connected directly to the VCO input. A filter is attached externally to this point. The typical configuration of this filter is
shown in Figure 10. The output of the phase detector/
charge pump circuit is basically a current generator with a
very high output impedance (hundreds of k.!l). This high im·
pedance combined with the external capacitor, C2, of the
filter provide a small (close to 0) steady phase error after a
frequency step in the input Signal. The charge pump setting
along with C2 sets the bandwidth on the PLL. The DP8473's
charge pump circuit eliminates the need for an external active filter. The resistor R2 is the damping resistor and it controls the stability of the loop.

The VCO and Programmable Divider
The VCO gain is defined as the ratio between a frequency
change at the output vs. a voltage change at the input (FI LTER pin). This value cannot be set by the user and has
been designed to be immune to process, temperature and
voltage variation. There is a variation of less than ± 200/0
between different parts, and the typical value of Kveo is:
K
- 25Mrad/sec
veo~

Data
Rate

(6)

,I
\1

::1
1

1
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CIIn

2

=K'VCOKO
--C2

(10)

Damping Resistor

By combining Kvco and IpUMP constants, the design equations for the PLL can be simplified, by introducing KpLL,
which is defined as the product of VREF x Kp x KvcO. By
using the KpLL constant the above equation becomes:

C1

"

Secondary Capacitor

I

KpLL
CIIn = V21TNR1~

Primary Loop Filter
Capacllor
TLlF/9419-12

FIGURE 10_ Simple Schematic of Typical
DP8473 Data Separator Filter Configuration

"
- K'
R K K'vCO R2KOC2
2 ~Clln
veo 2 0
C2

The filter design is usually improved by adding another capacitor in parallel, Cl- This second capacitor is intended to
improve the low-pass filtering action of the PLL. In our subsequent filter discussions, Cl is ignored initially since its value will be much smaller than C2In the DP8473, the input of the filter is a current from the
phase detector/charge pump, the output is a voltage to the
VCO. Therefore, the transfer function of the filter of Figure 9
is simply its impedance:
F(s) = 2(s) = 1 +

~2C2

2tClln = CIIn2R2C2
= CIInR2C2

2

(As mentioned, we are ignoring the effect of Cl for now.)
Substituting these equations into (1) and (2) produces:

4.2 System Performance and Filter Design
The system performance of a data separator can be described by three main criteria.
1) Acquisition Time-ability to guarantee lock during a preamble.
2) Window Margin-ability to recognize data shifted in time
from its ideal position (bit jitter) without incorrectly decoding it.
3) Tracking of Disk Data-ability to follow slow « 1 kHz)
disk data speed variations.
The filter design must meet the requirements set by these
performance characteristics. The two conflicting requirements are that the bandwidth must be large enough to ensure proper locking to the data stream, but as small as possible while tracking the data to maximize bit shift rejection
and window margin. Primarily the filter sets the bandwidth,
and it is determined by the required acquisition time as
shown later.

K'vcoKo(sR2C2 + 1)
H(s) =

C2
( s2

+ s(K'VeoR2KO)

,
+ K

vg~Ko )

(12)

These two parameters (equations 11 and 12) will allow us to
calculate the PLL filter components based on bandwidth,
and damping. The closed loop phase transfer function
shows that the PLL behaves like a low-pass filter. It passes
signals for input phase signals whose frequency spectrum is
between 0 and CIIn. This means that a second-order PLL is
able to track a phase and frequency modulation of the input
signal up to a frequency equal to CIIn/ 21T, and it will not
follow input variations of higher frequencies.

(7)

s 2

(11)

where N is the VCO divider as defined in Table I. The damping factor is given ~y;

(8)

This then reduces to a standard second order equation of
the form:
(2stClln + CIIn2)
(s2+2tCllns + CIIn2)
and Similarly the error function has the form:
s2
(9)
H.(s) = ~~~-~-:;:
(s2 + 2tCllns + CIIn2)
In this discussion we won't be making use of the error function equation, however it is the basis of much of the acquisition equations which are used to derive Figures 11 and 12.
The complete analysis is beyond the scope of this paper,
but is discussed in detail by most of the references. From
equation 8, and the standard second order equation we can
solve for the bandwidth, CIIn and damping, t. The natural
frequency is:
H(s) =

To illustrate this, a numerical example (for 500 Kb/s data
rate) is presented following the design considerations step
by step. After we have completed the paper design a discussion of performace measurements is provided. Once the
initially calculated paper values are chosen, then real measurements must be made, and adjustments to these values
are decided upon.
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less than % of a data or clock window (i.e. or < 71'/2). If
the filter is incorrectlly designed and the data pulse falls
outside the window (called cycle slipping) during acquisition, the loop may never lock within the desired acquisition time and the encoded data will not be decoded correctly. This requires that to guarantee lock over a wider
variation of data rate, a larger Q)n is required.

Acquisition to the Data Stream

<

I
I

Acquisition means to achieve phase lock and to bring the
phase error of the veo to zero, or close to it. This includes
acquisition of phase lock to either the data input or to the
reference frequency. The lock mechanisms for these two
cases may be different.
At the moment just before Read Gate is asserted, it will be
assumed that the veo is locked to the reference frequency.
It has been locked for a relatively long period of time, therefore the phase error between the veo output and the reference frequency is nearly zero. Because the system is initially locked, the initially locked model can be used.

Both of these requirements can be approximately derived
from Figures 11 and 12. These curves plot relative phase
error normalized to Q)n versus time in units normalized to
Q)n. This period of time, and the amount of phase error present is dependent upon Q)n and damping.
For the first requirement, the phase error settles close to 0
in about:

When Read Gate is asserted by the controller, the input to
the phase detector is switched from the reference frequency to the data stream. This is an instantaneous change of
both phase and frequency to the input of the phase detector. The loop must be designed to assure that it can achieve
both phase and frequency lock to the incoming data. Phase
and Frequency Lock implies that the steady state phase
and frequency error at the phase detector input is near zero.

5

(13)

tacq = -

Q)n

This equation yields a minimum starting bandwidth, and is
valid for systems where the speed variation of the incoming
data is small (±1-2%).

The goal is to lock to the data stream within the length of
the preamble, very often half of the preamble to increase
the probability of locking successfully. In fact, during a preamble the data pulses are relatively free of bit shift and the
frequency is constant. There are two basic requirements to
ensure that the data separator correctly locks to the data
stream in the required amount of time.

For the second requirement, the peak phase error,
8e(PEEK), during acquisition can be determined from Figures
11 and 12. The design must ensure that the sum of this
peak phase error due to a phase step, 8e(PHASE), the peak
phase error due to a frequency step, 8 e(FREQ), and the
phase error due to PLL noise and non-linearities, 8e(PLL),
must all be less than 71'/2. In equation form:

1. The loop bandwidth must be large enough to ensure that
phase and frequency error of the veo goes to zero within
the required time (usually within % the length of the preamble). This implies that the shorter the preamble the
larger Q)n.

8 e(PEAK) = 8 e(FREQ)

+ 8 e(PHASE)

71'

+8e (PLL)

2. The filter must also be designed to guarantee that a data

< '2

(14)

Thus the sum of the peak phase errors for a phase step and
a frequency step must be calculated.

pulse will never fall out of the data window during the lock
process. The peak phase error during acquisition must be
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FIGURE 13. Two "Worst Case" Data Field Patterns for Measurement of PLL
Bit Shift Tolerance a) "11000" Pattern with 2/3 ,""S Pulse Spacing (at 500 Kb/s), and
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FIGURE 14. A Plot of Normalized Bit Shift Resistance Versus Time for a PLL
For determining the peak phase step error, the value of

Select a value of pump current resistor. For example 5.6 kn.

8 e (PHASE) is the maximum V-axis value of the cho~en curve

multiplied by the input phase step, and the result IS In radIans. For example with a damping of 0.7 a maximum error of
-0.20 occurs at about 3 Ctl n. If the maximum phase step is
'Tr12 when switching to the data, then the peak phase error
is 0.1 'Tr radians. The choice of which curve to use depends
on damping factor desired.
Since a frequency step is also present at the transition of
READ GATE, the peak phase error of the frequency step
given by the normalized plot in Figure 12 must also be derived. The phase error can be calculated by reading the
peak V-axis value from the desired curve and using:
ACtl

6 e (FREO) = V -

Ctln

Find out the minimum acquisition time required.
Generally, half preamble which is 6 bytes. Thus:
tacq = «6 x 8) bits) x 2 ,.s/bit = 96,.s
Next calculate Ctl n based on the larger of the
two acquisition requirements. The first requirement for Ctln is: 51 Ctln < tacq; Thus:
Ctln

> 52.5 Krad/sec.

Calculate Ctln for the second acquisition requirement, i.e. ensuring the maximum phase error is
less than 'Tr12. Due to the Zero Phase start-up
block within the Data Separator, the maximum
phase step when switching to the data is 'Tr18.
We'll choose a damping of 0.7. From Figure 11
the maximum overshoot is 0.2 ('Tr18) = 0.08
rad (Note 1.0 rad = 314 ns at 500 kb/s). Assume that the data separator contributes a total
0.1 rad noise error. This is for charge pump
asymmetry, delay line variation, and VCO jitter.
Using equation 18:

(15)

to determine 6 e (FREO)' Where V is the value read from the V
axis, and ACtl is the maximum frequency step times 2'Tr. The
maximum frequency step is the worst case frequency variation of the data being read from the disk drive, which is the
sum of the MSV and the ISV.
With the equations for loop bandwidth, damping factor, and
the relationship between acquisition time and bandwidth,
the following example demonstrates the first steps at arriving at the loop filter components.

8 e (PEAK)

= 8 e(FREO) + 0.08 rad + 0.1 read <

'Tr12 or ...
500 ns > 25 ns
results in:

Example 1: Design a data separator using the DP8473. Determine the loop bandwidth, dampening factor,
and C2, Rl, R2 component values for a data
separator that decodes MFM data at a data
rate of 500 kbitsl sec. The preamble is 12 bytes
long, and the total MSVIISV is ±6%.

+

31 ns

+

6e(FREO) which

6e(FREO) < 443 ns or 1.41 rad
This yields the maximum tolerable phase error
due to a frequency step (which is dependent on
Ctln).
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tor is charge pump leakage. This factor causes a perceived
phase error that is equivalent to varying the delay line
length. This is usually> 2%-4%.

First find the maximum frequency step in radians that the data separator must undergo. The
design requirement was 6%, but in order to account for gain variations in the data separator
some margin on top of this is required, so we
will design to 8% total speed variation. Thus:
afJ) = 0.08 (500k) 2'IT = 251 Krad

veo Jitter: The VCO jitter is caused by the modulation of
the VCO frequency with secondary VCO frequency, crystal
oscillator and other noise. This can account for another
2-5% percent of error.
PLL Response: The PLL response to a data bit shifted from
its nominal position because of noise or jitter is directly
translated in a margin loss for the bits following any shifted
bit. For a highly accurate PLL circuit this is the primary
source of error, and it typically results in a window loss of up
to 20%, depending on data pattern and frequency variation
constraints.
All of these degradations are summed into the Window Margin specification.

The relative phase step error from Figure 12
using a damping factor of 0.7, is Y = 0.45, plugging into equation 15:
fJ)n ;;, afJ) = 0.45 (251 Krad) = 80 Krad/s.
lie
1.41
The larger of the two calculated fJ)n'S is 80
Krad/sec, so that is the chosen bandwidth.
C2 =

KpLL
2'ITR1 NfJ)n 2

(16)

IIwm = (Va Bit Window) - lIe(PLL) - lIe(SWL)
(18)
This yields the margin loss; where IIwm is the total window
margin or the total amount of a half bit cell in which a data
pulse will be properly recognized, lIe(PLL) is the error due to
PLL response, and lIe(SWL) is the total error contributed by
imperfections of the PLL Circuitry (including delay line accuracy, leakage, and noise).
The window margin loss contributed by the device accuracies are relatively straightforward, and are supplied by National. The more difficult task is to determine the window
margin loss due to the PLL response.

75 Mrad
:::: 0.041 F
2'IT(8)(5.6 kO)(80 k2)
!J.
We will round down to the next lowest standard
value of 0.039 !J.F.

2,

R2 = - fJ)nC2
=

R2

~
C2fJ)n

(17)
::::

2(0.7)
:::: 4500
(0.039) (80K)

In the above example we have calculated a set of component values for the acceptable bandwidth based on acquisition. This calculation yields a good starting point from which
experimental measurements can be made, but may not be
the optimum values. Depending on other considerations we
may decide to chose a value of fJ)n that is slightly different
depending on window margin, or bit shift performance; as
will be shown.

Tracking of the Disk Data
The bit shift produced by an average disk depends on the
pattern of encoded pulses recorded on the media. Pulses
that are placed close together appear to push each other
apart when they are read back. This is the primary cause of
bit shift.
The PLL tolerance to bit shift is dependent on the amount of
data bits that are shifted, and the data pattern. It can tolerate more bit shift by individual bits if only a few of the bits
within a pulse stream are shifted. However, if most of the
data read by the PLL is shifted (both early and late), the loop
is constantly correcting itself and is never really phase
locked. Because it is not phase locked the maximum tolerable bit shift is less.
Some data patterns are better at determining PLL performance than others. These are patterns that are particularly
difficult for a PLL remain locked to while the data pulses are
shifted early and late. For example a bit pattern of "11000"
is difficult to decode since it has pulses alternately spaced
by 1 and 1.5 bit cells. See Figure 13a. This is difficult to
decode in some cases because under maximum bit shift
conditions all pulses are equally spaced.
Another bit pattern that is difficult to decode is a repeated
bit pattern triplet of "110" (or "101" also referred to as a
"DB6" pattern), which has a pair of pulses one bit cell apart,
and the next pair two bit cells apart. This pattern is particularly difficult to decode because it contains two pulses of
minimum spacing, fOllowed by two maximum spaced pulses.
This pulse pattern is shown in Figure 13b.

Theoretical DynamiC Window Margin Determination
Previously in section 2.4 Window Margin was discussed in
terms of distortions of the data that degrade the window
margin. Here, using a model for these distortions we will
arrive at a calculation of the expected Dynamic Window
Margin for the DP8473 analog PLL. The effects of Window
error, VCO jitter, and PLL response to a previous or present
bit shift all cause a reduction of the available window margin
available. (Remember the goal is to maximize the total available bit window.) The following analysis provides a feel for
the amount of degradation due to various parameters, and
serves to provide an indicator of the expected PLL performance. The following is a list of parameters that cause loss of
window:
Internal Window Error (or static phase error): The window error is related to the accuracy of the internal delay line
in the data path before the phase detector. As explained
previously, this delay line is automatically trimmed using the
crystal frequency as reference. The static phase error is the
sum of two factors. One of these factors is the difference
between the data stream frequency and the nominal and
unavoidable internal mismatches. Another contributing fac-

Unlike the acquisition process described earlier, the PLL
must largely ignore individual bit shifts during the tracking
phase. The PLL should only follow the longer term average
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data rate. The desired PLL response during the tracking
phase is somewhat different from the response required
during the acquisition phase. Instead of a high bandwidth to
decrease the lock time, a low bandwidth is preferred to prevent the PLL from following individual bit shifts. When
choosing the filter bandwidth, the lowest possible value
should be used that still satisfies the acquisition time requirement.

In terms of percentage this is 100*(342/500)%
= 68%. Note that this is the window margin at
nominal frequency.
Open Loop Bode Plots and the Second Capacitor
Figure 15 shows the open loop gain Bode plot for the second order PLL. This plot is useful as a double check to
make sure that we have a s18ble design and is important to
show the affect of the second capacitor in the filter. In this
plot, it is assumed that the charge pump output impedance
is infinity.

Figure 14 can be used to determine the theoretical window
margin. This curve of phase bit shift resistance plots the
amount of error introduced in the PLL's VCO by a phase
error. The following example will show the steps involved in
calculating expected window margin, and illustrate some
concepts of tracking data.

40

Example 2: Determine the total dynamic window margin for
a loop with a bandwidth of 90 Krad/sec, a
damping of 0.7, and at a 500 Kb/s data rate.
The intrinsic circuit errors amount to 0.1 radians of the window. Calculate the margin for
both the 110 and 11000 pattern.

30

20
Open
Loop
Gain

First step is to calculate the bandwidth of the
PLL while tracking these data patterns. The
bandwidth is the square root of the ratio of the
pulses per bit cell relative to preamble data,
multiplied by the bandwidth. Preamble data has
1 pulse/bit cell, and a 110 pattern has 2 pulses
per 3 bit cells, while a 1100 pattern has 4 pulses for every 5 cells. Thus:

(dBs)

KWM

j

011=1/1"1
/0I=2rOln

""/' ,. ....... J
'~

"2=1/1"2

\
\
Frequency (radians/sec)
TL/F/9419-18

FIGURE 15. Bode Plot of Open Loop
Gain of DP8472/3/4 Using a Typical
Filter at 500 Kb/s (from Example 1)
As can be seen, the gain S18rts off with a slope of 40 dB per
decade due to the two poles of the filter and VCO. The
phase angle starts at -180·C. The stabilizing zero is introduced at WI = 1/R2C2, and causes the slope to change to
20 dB per decade. Wn is the extrapolation of 40 dB/dec line
to 0 gain, and the actual crossing point is Cd = 2 {wn. Example 4 discusses how to plot this curve.
The further reduce the effect of unwanted changes in the
VCO phase the second capacitor can be added to the filter.
This capacitor, Cl, introduces a pole, Figure 15, between
the loop natural frequency and the da18 rate frequency. The
pole due to the second capacitor occurs at Cd2 = 1/T2 =
1/R2Cl. This capacitor provides further attenuation of bit
shift caused frequency components, and the pump pulse
noise, both of which have frequency components that are
around the data frequency. The only considerations in
choosing the value of this capacitor are related to the s18bility of the loop, and inadvertently affecting Wn. A good criterion for stability is that the Bode plot of the open loop gain,
Figure 15 must cross the 0 dB gain with a slope of
20 dB/dec, ie. before the break caused by Cl'S pole.

(20)

The value of KWM is the value read off the yaxis of Figure 14, at a time normalized to wn.
This time is the time between two bits or:

, I,

\

105

lI e (2) + KWM.:lII e (l) + IIpLL 2: liT
(19)
where 1lt.lle(I), the shift of the first bit, is multiplied by KWM, which is the affect the first bit
has on the VCO when then next bit arrives. liT
is the t0181 window available (in this case ± 500
ns). IIpLL is the static error degradation due to
the DP847x and is 10% of 500 ns or 50 ns.
1lt.lle(2) is the maximum phase error of the second bit. We can solve for 1lt.lle (2) assuming that
1lt.lle(l) = 1lt.lle(2):

+

-10

\

-30

= 81 Krad/sec
To analyze the problem, we need to look at
two bits. The present bit which has an early
phase step, and the next bit which has an
equal late phase step. We must determine how
large a shift in the first bit can be tolerated
such that the same amount of shift in the second bit will still fall within the proper window. In
equation form:

liT - IIpLL
1

0

-20

= (90 Krad/sec) x ,JQ.66
= 72 Krad/sec
Wn(110oo) = (90 Krad/sec) x ,JQ.8

=

10

\

OI=;;'n

Wn(110)

.:lIIe (2)

500 ns - 31 ns .
1.37
= 342 ns

1lt.lle(2) =

For a "110" pattern wn(t) = (4 ,",s) (72 Krad/s)
= 0.29, resulting in a value from Figure 14 of
KWM = 0.37. And for a "11000" pattern wn(t)
= (3 ,",s) (81 Krad/s) = 0.24, which results in
KWM = 0.28. Using 0.37, the window margin
is:

.'
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For the first method, first calculate the locations
of T1 and T2 in Figure 15. Thus

To determine a simple method for deriving C1, we must look
at the open loop gain of the PLL along with the transfer
function of the loop filter. The open loop gain is:

~
61

= KDK'vco F(s)

s

1

1

CIl1 = ;;- = R2C2
(21)

1
_
4
(545!l)(0.027 ,..F) - 6.8 X 10

Where F(s) is the filters transfer function:

1

1"

CIl2 = :;; = R2 C1

1

(545!l)(1000 pF) = 1.8 X 106

(22)

Now pick a point that is below CIl1, and calculate
the open loop gain, which is:
Combining these two equations and manipulating we find
that the second pole occurs at:
1
CIlp = R2C1 (confirming Figure 15)

KLQOP = 20 log [(KVCOKpVREF) (_1_)]
271"R1NCIl
CIlC2

(23)

At co = 104 , the KLOOP is:

This is assuming C2 > > C1 (which we ought to assume to
maintain the validity of previous filter assumptions).

12Xl06)
KLQOP = 20 log ( R1 C2C1l2N = 39 dB

The zero introduced by C2 and R2 should be designed to be
close to the 0 dB gain crossing. Its frequency is CIlz =
1/R2C2. The frequency of the pole due to R2 and C1 is
approximately CIlp = 1/R2C1. This pole must not significantly change the slope around the 0 dB line. If we choose C1 =
C2/20 the effect on the slope of the transfer function is less
than 1 dB/decade at the frequencies around the 0 dB gain
line crossing. Thus as a guide:

Now draw a line from CIl = 104 to CIl1 with a
40 dB/decade slope. Then at CIl1 draw a line to
CIl2 with a 20 dB/decade slope, and finally draw
a line from CIl2 with a 40 dB/decade slope.
To understand the affect of C1, the additional attenuation
introduced can be determined as using:

(24)

1

Ap(w)=-1 +~
CIlp

Example 3: For example 1, determine C1.

(25)

Using our previous example 1:

Very simply for example la:
C1 ,,; 0.039 ,..F "" 2000 pF
20

CIlp = 1000 pF 545!l = 1834 Krad, and
CIl = 271" (500 kHz) = 3142 Krad/sec.

The 1/20 factor provides the approximate value
for C1.
Example 4: Plot the Bode diagram of the open loop gain for
the DP8472 with C2 = 0.027, C1 = 1000 pF,
R1 = 5.6 k!l, R2 .;. 545!l.

Thus

1

Ap(w) = - - " - = 037
3142
.
1
+--1834

There are two easy methods of doing this. One
method involves determining the open loop
gain at a low frequency, where the poles and
zeros don't have any affect, and then using this
gain point at a start drawing the properly sloped
lines to the break point frequencies. A second
method is to calculate the CIlon, and 2,CIln frequencies.

which yields an additional 9 dB of attenuation.
Choosing Component Tolerances and Types
One of the most often asked questions is how accurate
should the filter and charge pump resistors and capacitors
be? The answer depends on how accurate a data separator
is required. For a good performance design, the following
criteria can be followed for each component:
R1: The pump set resistor's tolerance affects the loop bandwidth, CIln. The loop bandwidth directly affects window margin. Due to the square root relationship, a 5% change in this
resistor changes CIln by 2.5% which in turn affects the window margin by 1-2%. It is thus recommended that R1 be a
1% resistor. A standard carbon or metal film resistor with a
low series inductance should be chosen.
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C2: The main filter capacitor also affects (Un in the same
way as R1 so it too should be relatively accurate. 5% is
recommended. This capacitor should be a very good quality
capacitor, with good high frequency response and low dielectric absorption. Mica is a good choice although maybe
too expensive. Polypropalene and metal film are good as
well. Avoid Mylar or Polystyrene.
R2: This resistor has a much lower affect on window margin,
and thus standard 5% resistors can be used.
C1: The second capacitor's accuracy in not critical 10%20%, but its high frequency characteristics should be quite
good, similar to a good high frequency power supply decoupiing capacitor.

should be verified by monitoring the Filter pin, and the Pump
outputs. Figure 16 shows a typical setup, and some typical
waveforms on the pump and filter pins during acquisition.
Figure 16b shows a proper locking PLL which does not exhibit "cycle slipping". Cycle slipping is denoted by the saw
tooth waveform on the filter pin, which can be seen by the
locking shown in Figure 16c.
In both Figure 16b and c the total amplitude, t. V, of the filter
pin waveform is typically less than 200 mY.
The object is to adjust the PLL bandwidth to ensure that
when locking over the desired range of data rates (for example 500 Kb/s ±6%) that no cycle slipping occurs. If slipping does occur then the bandwidth should be increased.
A second piece of information that these curves provide is
verification of the damping of the PLL. As in Figure 16b the
filter pin waveform should slightly overshoot, and then (maybe) slightly undershoot the eventual locked voltage. If there
is very little overshoot then the loop may be overdamped,
and if the filter pin voltage "rings" for a few cycles the loop
is probably underdamped. For example, Figure 16c not only
cycle slips, but does not overshoot, therefore the loop bandwidth may be fine, and the loop is just too heavily damped.

5.0 ADVANCED TOPICS
The following sections discuss several specialized areas of
evaluation and design of the PLL for the DP8473 controller.
Also a short discussion of the crystal oscillator design considerations is given.
5.1 Design and Performance Testing
Testing data separators can get rather complicated. Once
the PLL circuitry, gain, bandwidth, and damping are set,
then data separator lock range testing, window margin testing, and finaly bit error rate testing may be undertaken. This
testing can require some fairly sophisticated setups, and is
time consuming. To help the designer get started, a rigorous
approach to floppy disk PLL design verification is described
with reference to desired performance and available equip·
ment. If the designer is not concerned about optimum performance for custom applications, then the values for the
PLL filter and pump resistor provided in the DP8473 datasheet should prove more than adequate.

Step 3-Window Margin Evaluation: Usually to perform
this test a disk simulator should be used to simulate the
worst case drive read data conditions, and measure the error performance of the data separator. This simulator can
be used to vary the following parameters:
1. Motor Speed Variation
2. Instantaneous Speed Variation
3. Instantaneous bit shift
(to determine the window edge)
4. Data pattern.

Step 1-Calculatlng the Filter/Pump Resistor: Following
the examples above, the optimum "paper design" filter
components should be calculated (or use the values provided in the datasheets and tweak them).

The test setup shown in Figure 17 can accomplish some of
this testing. The disk simulator looks like a formatted disk to
the controller/data separator. To test the data separator,
software in the host computer performs a repeated series of
read operations over a period of time, while the designer
programs the disk simulator to vary the data rate from one
end of the lock range to the other. At each data rate the bit
shift is increased until the error rate increases above a minimal threshold.
This testing should measure window margin over the entire
lock range, and under conditions as described in section
2.4. Typically this process is a trial·and-error process. The
bandwidth and damping can be adjusted based on the results of these tests.

Step 2-Te8tlng Lock Range and Damping: For characterization of the PLL's acquisition, a fairly simple setup can
be used, which utilizes a pulse generator to provide a pulse
train that simulates a preamble to be input into the data
separator's read data input. A second synchronous squarewave that is 20-50 times the period of the data pulses is
applied to read gate. The frequency of the read data pulses
should be varied from the nominal data rate to the limits of
the desired lock range, and the lock range requirement
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FIGURE 16. Simple PLL lock/performance testing; a) Typical frequency generation hardware to generate read gate and
preamble for various frequencies. b) Using this hardware a typical lock acquisition showing key signals. This is a
proper lock waveform. c) This shows an unreliable lock to a frequency beyond the lock range of the PLL. Cycle
slipping occurs because the PLL Is unable to respond quickly enough to the frequency step.
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FIGURE 17. Block Diagram of Connection of Disk Simulator to Data Separator to be Tested
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FIGURE 18. Various window margin graphs. a) Data separator with slightly long delay line and fairly normal lock range;
b) data separator with short delay line; c) a relatively poor data separator with a long delay line, and wide bandwidth.
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ISV may also be simulated. Unfortunately most disk simulators do not easily test for this. Therefore it is very likely that
the window margin measurement will be made with only
MSV variation initially. This may also be desirable since
MSV-only testing will yield a better understanding of the
PLL's lock range. If MSV-only testing is done initially then
the design of the PLL and total frequency range for evaluation should be the sum of the desired MSV and ISV. For
example, a design requirement of ± 3% ISV and ± 3% MSV
can be approximated by ±6% MSV.

separator, and controller system then running long term
read/write tests randomly across the disk media. For a
known number of read/writes· and the resultant value of
read errors, a number can be derived that is the ratio of bit
errors to total number of bits read. This test proves the integrity of the entire system, and should be performed over
some manufacturing spread of products. While this test is
useful to verify the complete system integration, the data
. separator is only one small part of the total contribution to
the total system error rate.

If an MSV-only test is done, it may be useful to then follow
this with a simple ISV test just to double check that the loop
will follow the ISV properly with little degradation in window
margin. It is also sometimes useful to vary the ISV frequency until the window margin degrades, just to give an indication of how high the ISV frequency can go. A typical PLL's
ISV performance should not degrade until the frequency is
greater than about 800 Hz.
Step 4-Considering Temperature, Supply and Device
Variations: The next step is to take the above "optimum"
filter and simulate variations in gain induced by temperature,
supply and processing. This is accomplished with the same
disk simulator setup as in step 3. To simulate these variations, the designer need only vary the pump resistor's value.
This will affect the open loop gain identically to device variations. The above tests should be re-run with a minimum and
maximum resistor. If the performance "falls-off-a-cliff" then
some compromises and adjustments to the filter may be
required.

Step 5b-Real World Worst-Case Tests: As a final analysis and proof that the data separator is solid it is often useful
to test the data separator on a known "worst case" drive
and disk. Generally the evaluation is done with a disk that is
recorded off speed and off track. This ensures that a maximum amount of bit shift and speed variation is present. The
main problem is to ensure that the disk still has acceptable
data. If excessive errors are encountered, evaluation of the
types of error that are occurring can be used to determine
whether the bandwidth of the PLL needs to be increased
(acquisition related errors) or decreased (bit shift related errors).
Alternate Simple In-System Data Separator Evaluation
Provided here are some quick tips on evaluating the data
separator without any test equipment, but just by running
long term in-system tests.
1. If after some initial testing a lot of sector or ID address
mark or data address mark not found errors are given by
the controller, then in all likelihood the data separator is
not locking properly. The bandwidth of the loop should be
increased, or possibly the loop is too heavily overdamped.
2. If the disk controller is experiencing a large amount of
address or data field CRC errors, then probably the loop
is being sent out of lock by bit shift noise. Thus, the gain
of the loop may be too high or the loop is underdamped.

For relatively small temperature ranges a resistor variation
of ±10-15% should be adequate. For full 0'_70' simulation, resistor variation of ± 20% is a more accurate reflection of the DP8473 performance. If for some reason the
performance of the data separator cannot be maintained at
the desired window margin, then trimming the pump resistor
may be needed to meet performance over the full process
spread.
The final simulation involves varying the delay line length. It
is possible to simulate variations in the delay line by forcing
a leakage current onto the filter pin (at the VCO input) using
a pull up or pull down resistor. This leakage current will
cause a phase error within the loop and will cause the loop
to act as if the delay line length were changed. Before actually running dynamic window margin tests, the designer
must determine the actual length of the delay line, and then
adjust this length to the limits specified in the datasheet.
Then at each limit the dynamic window margin test can be
performed.

5.2 Understanding the Window Margin Curves
Careful analysis of a window margin curve can yield quite a
bit of information about the data separator characteristics.
Figures 18a, b, and c show some typical window margin
plots. These curves were made using a disk simulator that
outputs a "reverse write precompensated" bit shift pattern
to the data separator.
These curves plot the maximum bit shift tolerance (vertical
axis) versus motor speed variation (MSV-only) (horizontal
axis). The controller was programmed to perform a repetitive single sector read, while the simulator outputs a formatted track at the programmed MSV and bit shift amount. All
the data read with MSV and bit shift amounts that fall under
and within the curve (shaded area) can be consistently read
correctly. All data read with MSV and bit shift amounts outside and above the curve either could not be correctly located by the controller, or had errors in it.

In order to measure the length of the delay line a static
window margin test can be performed. This test uses a disk
simulator with a format that has all O's or 1's data fields.
Within the data field one bit is shifted until the PLL mis-decodes the data. Using the maximum tolerable bit shift number, the delay line length can be extrapolated. This same
measurement can be done with various filter pull up/down
resistors. By proper resistor selection the limits of the delay
line length can be simulated. Using these simulated delay
line techniques a dynamic window margin test can be run,
and the resultant PLL performance can be characterized.
Step Sa-Bit Error Rate Measurements: This test is performed as a verification of the final total system. It consists
of putting together a complete floppy drive, floppy media,

The first thing to note is that as the MSV variation from the
nominal frequency increases, there is a point at which the
PLL performance drops to zero bit shift (the vertical lines of
the curve). This is an indication of the lock range of the PLL.
Thus for Figure 18a the lock range is -8% to + 10%. This
asymmetry in the lock range is typical of the DP847x series
PLLs and is due to a slight skew in the charge pump. This
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skew adds some bit shift rejection improvement. Figure 18b
has a lock range of -7% to +9%, while Figure 18e has a
much wider lock range of nearly ± 12%. This is an indication of the loop bandwidth. Here Figure 18a has the lowest
bandwidth, then Figure 18b, and finally Figure 18e has the
highest bandwidth.
Another characteristic of each of these curves is the downward slope in the positive MSV direction. The start of this
slope is the point at which the delay line becomes longer
than the % period of the data rate. For example, in Figure
18a the slope starts at about 0 MSV (ignoring the dip at zero
MSV for the moment which is due to some internal noise).
This indicates that the delay line is a quarter period of the
nominal data rate. Unfortunately, this causes a degradation
in performance at higher MSV. In Figure 18b the slope
starts at about +3%-4% MSV, and so the delay line is
about 3%-4% short at a nominal data rate. This is an optimal delay line length to maximize performance over a
± 6%-8% lock range. In Figure 18e the delay line is about
3%-4% too long and so there is quite a bit of degradation
in window margin in the + MSV portion of the curve.

5.3 DP8473 Filter Switching Design Considerations
Due to the desire to handle multiple data rates, the DP8473
incorporates on-chip data rate selection logiC, and also filter
switching logiC. In this section we will discuss how this logic
works and how to design a set of filters to maximize performance at various combinations of data rates.

Z

•

(II

o
(II

Designing with a Single Filter
Previous design examples have dealt with optimization of a
single filter at a single data rate. If the DP8473 is to be used
at one data rate, the circuit connection is shown in Figure
19, and its design is straight forward. It is possible to use a
single filter and obtain a reasonable performance at two
data rates (i.e., 250 Kb/s and 500 Kb/s or 500 Kb/s and
1 Mb/s). This can be accomplished since the loop bandwidth is scaled by the Pll's divider. Since the divider value
increases by a factor of two when going from the high to the
low data rate, the bandwidth scales by:
Wn250 =

wn500

.J2

This scaling is probably not enough to optimize the lower
data rate and the damping is affected too, but the single
filter approach can still provide acceptable performance in
many instances.

A final observation is that the wider the bandwidth the lower
the window margin, assuming other things like data rate remain constant.
Another interesting fact to note is the type of errors that
occur when the bit shift/MSV exceeds the Pll performance. Generally to the left or right of the curve (extreme
MSV) the controller will give "Address Mark not Found" errors which is an indication of the Plls' inability to lock properly. Errors for bit shift that exceeds the curve but for MSV
within the Pll's lock range are generally CRC errors, although at very high bit shift a mixture of CRC and Address
Mark Errors are expected.
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DP8473
Floppy Disk
Controller

C2

II
SETCUR

Rl
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FIGURE 19. DP8473 Filter Configuration for a Single Data Rate Filter,
May Be Used aa Compromise Filter for Any Two Data Rates
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Designing for 250K/300K/500K MFM
This next filter configuration allows fewer compromises (and
hence better performance) when using all 3 PCAT data
rates. This configuration is shown in Figure 20. This circuit
uses two pairs of R's and C's that compose two independent filters. One filter is connected to the FGND250, and the
other to FGND500.

tweak the performance of these filters individually. Using
these values, choose a value for R2 (damping resistor) that
is a good compromise for all data rates. Next choose C2 to
be the optimum value from the initial individual design verification of the 1.0 Mb/s design. Next choose Cs such that the
sum of C2 and Cs equals the value for the optimum
500 Kb/s (or 250 Kb/s) design. Finally, choose Cl to be
1/20lh of Cs.

To implement the design of Figure 20, first design single
optimum filters at 250 Kb/s, 300 Kb/s, and 500 Kb/s. Use a
Single pump resistor for all data rates. Verify and tweak the
performance of these filters individually. The 500 Kb/s filter
can be directly used. The 250 Kb/s and 300 Kb/s individual
filter values need to be compromised into a single Rand C
filter. Cl should be 1/20lh of C2, and if desired Cs can be
added with a value that is 1/20th of C4.

Designing for All Possible Data Rates
To support all possible data rates the simplest circuit configuration is one similar to Figure 20, but with an additional
capacitor selected for the 1 Mb/s data rate.
To implement the deSign of Figure 22, first design single
optimum filters at 250 Kb/s, 500 Kb/s, (300 Kb/s also if
needed), and 1 Mb/s. Use a single pump resistor for all data
rates. Verify and tweak the performance of these filters individually. Using all of these values, choose a value for R2
(damping resistor) that is a good compromise for all data
rates. Next choose C2 to be the optimum value from the
initial individual design verification for 1 Mb/s data rate filter.
Next choose Cs from the 500 Kb/s initial design. Cs should
be chosen such that C2+CS equals the optimum 500 Kb/s
filter value. Then the 250 Kb/s (and 300 Kb/s if used) filter
capacitor, C4, must be chosen in a similar manner. C4
should be chosen such that C4 + C2 equals the optimum
250 Kb/s filter capacitor value, or if using 300 Kb/s it must
equal the best compromise 250/300 Kb/s filter capacitor.
Cl should be chosen to be 1/20lh of C2.

Designing for 1.0 Mb/s and a 2nd Data Rate
By adding an additional capacitor to Figure 19 1.0 Mb/s
data rate can be supported, as shown in Figure 21. In this
figure a single damping resistor is used, but depending on
the chosen data rate, one or both capacitors is selected.
This configuration allows the bandwidth to be adjusted more
flexibly when designing for the various data rates. The design process is, however, a little more complex.
To implement the design of Figure 21, first design single
optimum filters at 1.0 Mb/s and 500 Kb/s (or 250 Kb/s).
Use a single pump resistor for all data rates. Verify and

SOOK
Filter

Filter

2S0K/
300K
Filter

R3

DP8473
Floppy Disk
Conlroller

C4
FGNDSOO

--I

--I

SETCUR

Rl

TLlF/9419-27

FIGURE 20. DP8473 Filter Configuration for Optimum 250/300/500 Kb/s (2 Filter) Design
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FIGURE 21. DP8473 Filter Configuration for a Slight Tradeoff Filter Design at 1 Mb and 500 Kb/s
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FIGURE 22. DP8473 Filter Configuration for All Data Rates
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The previous filter does, however, have some minor per·
formance tradeoffs if all data rates are to be implemented. If
the best performance is desired, then the configuration
shown in Figure 23 should be used. In this figure, 3 individu·
al filters are used for each of the data rates. The 1.0 Mb/s
filter must be switched via some external circuitry, labeled
"ground switch" in the figure. The circuit should enable this
filter only when 1 Mb/s data is used, and this filter should be
disabled when any other data rate is needed. The circuit to
accomplish this could be as simple as an open collector
gate derived from the RPM/LC pin, or an alternative that
uses no additional hardware is to use an unused drive select
output. If the latter option is chosen, then software will have
to select the 1 Mbl s filter prior to using this data rate by
enabling this bit in the Drive Control Register.
The design of this filter network is very straightforward. Sim·
ply design and optimize each filter individually, and use
these filter values directly. (Again if 300 Kb/s is also used
the 250 Kb/s filter used will be a compromise between the
optimal 250 Kb/s and 300 Kb/s filters derived individually.)

..._ ...._ _ To Internal
Circuitry

OSCl

OSC2/CLK

! I---~;.-- I I

!~~2!

5.4 DP8473 Oscillator Design
Figure 24 shows the schematic of the crystal oscillator used
on the floppy disk controller. This circuit consists of a simple
inverter whose impedance has been optimized for use as an
oscillator. The inverter is biased into its linear operating reo
gion by a high value (> 1 MO) resistor that is in parallel with
the crystal. This biasing allows the inverter to operate as a
simple inverting linear gain element.

II ~ Oscillator
External
~
I
Components
I

II
I
I

1.-------------"

TL/F/9419-31

FIGURE 24. Simplified Schematic of
OSCillator Circuit for DP8473
The DP8473 oscillator is intended to be used with a funda·
mental mode parallel resonant crystal. The only external
components required are the crystal and two external ca·
pacitors. These capaCitors are usually very small (picofar·
ads).
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Filter

250K/
300K

1.0Mb/_
Filter

Filter

Filter
DP8473

R3

Floppy Disk
Controller

C4

Enable

Ground
Switch

SETCUR
Rl

TL/F/9419-30

FIGURE 23. Filter Configuration for Optimal Filter Design at All Data Rates
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TABLE II. Important Parameters for Crystal Selection
DP8473

Parameter
Crystal Frequency
Oscillatory Mode

himself with the design aspects of this section. However, if
the user desires a more complete understanding of the entire lock process that the data separator goes through, this
section is presented.

24 MHz

Another model is used to analyze the behavior of the PLL in
an unlocked state. It is assumed in this model that the loop
is not locked, and the VCO frequency is different from the
input frequency. This model can be used to evaluate how
the PLL re-Iocks to the reference clock after reading bad
data and being thrown off frequency.
The first operation of the PLL is to frequency lock, so for this
model each block is described as a function in terms of
frequency, not phase. An equation can be derived for the
frequency error that is similar to equation (2) for the phase
error:

Fundamental

Oscillator Resonance

Parallel

Accuracy

<0.5%

Series Resistance

<1000.

Shunt Capacitance

<7pF

External Parallel
Capacitors
(include parasitics)

10 pF

Table II shows the important parameters to check for when
selecting a crystal to use with the DP8473. While the recommended resonance mode is parallel, a series resonant crystal can be used. It will just oscillate in parallel mode 30
ppm-300 ppm from its ideal frequency.
If an external oscillator circuit is used, it must have a duty
cycle of at least 40%-60%, and minimum input levels of
2.4V and 0.4V. The controller should be configured so that
the clock is input into the OSC2 pin, and OSCl is tied to
ground.

5.5 Trimming for Perfection
The integrated data separator was designed to achieve excellent performance. However, product, temperature, and
power supply variations can degrade performance somewhat. This can lead up to a 10% variation in window margin
performance. While this is still exceptional for any analog
design, it is possible to trim out this variability.
The two major factors that contribute to data separator performance degradation are: 1) Loop Gain variation; 2) 1,4 period delay line length variation.

ne

1
(26)
Ke=-=
0.1
[1 + KOF K'vcoF(s))
In the initially unlocked model, the phase detector has a key
role. The phase detector compares the VCO output with the
input Signal. If the VCO output rising edge is leading the
input Signal, a pump-down signal is generated from this
edge of the VCO to the next rising edge of the input Signal. If
the VCO is lagging the input Signal, a pump-up signal is
generated from the edge of the input signal to the rising
edge of the VCO.
There is no overshoot of the VCO frequency. Only one type
of pump signal is generated, up or down, to bring the VCO
frequency toward the input frequency. For example, if the
VCO frequency is higher than the input frequency, only
pump-down Signals are generated. It can also be seen that
the larger the frequency difference between the VCO and
the input, the longer the pump pulses become. The average
current flowing from the charge pump is roughly proportional to the frequency difference of the signals at the input of
the phase (and now also frequency) detector. The phase
detector gain is:
KOF = IpUMP
t.&)

Trimming the Loop Gain
The loop gain variation can be trimmed by replacing the
pump resistor, R1, with a variable resistor. This resistor
should be trimmed based on the ideal lock range of the PLL
desired. For example, if a ±6% lock range is desired, then
during final board product test, a tester can be used to measure the total lock range and R1 can be adjusted larger to
reduce lock range, or smaller to increase it.

for &)2 < 2&)1, where t.&) = &)2 - &)1, and
(28)
KOF = -lpUMP
for &)2 > 2&)1. Therefore, if (1)2 is not too far from &)1, the
expression (8) can be written for our PLL as:
st.&) C2
Ke(s) =

Trimming the Quarter Period Delay Line
The perceived length of the quarter period delay line can be
modified by causing a static phase error in the loop to compensate for the quarter period delay line's error. This is accomplished by placing a pull up or pull down resistor on the
filter pin. This resistor can be adjusted by measuring the
Static Window margin for both an early and late single bit
shift. Based on these measurements the delay line can effectively be adjusted by changing the value of the filter pull
up/down resistor.

5.6 Initially Unlocked Model
This section is provided in order to complete the full discusSion of the theoretical operation of a data separator. It is
useful to discuss how the controller locks back to the crystal/clock reference when it needs to. This operation is taken
care of by the controller so that the user need not concern

(27)

K'veo IpUMP
1

+S

(R2 C2

+

,t.&) IC2

(29)

)

K veo PUMP
This expression will allow the calculation of the time that the
loop requires to lock back to the reference after a read operation goes through a bad data field or write splice.

Acquisition to the Crystal
After the completion of a read attempt, it is important to
ensure that under the worst case conditions the PLL will
properly re-Iock itself to the reference clock. In order to
achieve the required performance during the acquisition to
the data stream, the PLL must have reached the lock to the
crystal before it is allowed to lock back to the data.
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If the PLL attempts to lock to a write splice the VCO may be
pulled way off frequency. To prevent this, read gate should
be deasserted as soon as a wrong or bad data field is detected. This will prevent the VCO frequency from being
pulled too far away. The DP8473 read algorithm has been
optimized to prevent this.
If the PLL is locked to the data stream, when read gate is
deasserted, the lock mechanism to lock back to the reference frequency is quite similar to locking to the data. If the
frequency of the VCO has been swept way off frequency
because of a bad data field, noise, write splice, or missing
data, the unlocked PLL model must be used. Since when
locking to the crystal the phase-frequency comparison is
always enabled, the phase detector acts as a frequency
discriminator. Switching to the crystal imposes a frequency
step to the PLL. It can be demonstrated that the frequency
error generated is an exponential function of time, going to
owith the time constant of:
C2awR2N
C
~=~2+
K
PLL

~~

Thus Tp can be assumed to be the worst case acquisition
time to the reference clock.

Example 3: From the previous example I, we have chosen
the values for the components of: C2 =
0.039 ftF, R2 = 535fi. We would like to find
the worst case time required to re-Iock to the
crystal. Assume that the maximum frequency
range of the VCO is ±30%.

If the VCO is pulled 30% off center, then:
aw

= 21T(500 kHz) (0.30) = 942 Krad/sec

Using equation (10) for example I, we can obtain:
Tp = (0.039 ftF)(545!l)

+ (0.039ft)(942K)(5.6Kfi)(8)
(75 Mrad)
Tp = 41 fts
This is about 4 byte times. Thus, read gate
must be deasserted for this length of time before re-asserted to assure that the PLL has relocked to the reference. Most floppy controllers de-assert read gate much longer than this,
and the DP8473 deasserts its internal read
gate for 6 bytes.
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functions and logic normally required for an XT or an AT
design were included inside the chip. Even an analog data
separator, which is classically the hardest function to design, has been integrated into the DP8473.
Compatibility has been completely retained. The DP8473 is
software compatible with the NEC765A. We have not found
any current software available for the PC that fails to work
properly with the DP8473. This includes software running
under DOS and OS/2.

OVERVIEW
When designing a floppy interface circuit for a PC-AT in the
past, there was very little flexibility given to the design engineer. The NEC765, which was designed into the original
IBM PC, was the only floppy controller available that would
guarantee compatibility. Compatibility is extremely important
in a PC design.
There were many design issues that had to be resolved
when using the NEC765 to produce a fully functional floppy
controller interface. A data separator had to be selected or
designed. A write precompensation circuit needed to be included. A whole score of miscellaneous logic had to be designed to handle all of the unique PC functions that the
NEC765 does not handle itself.
The DP8473 from National Semiconductor was developed
to eliminate all of these design problems. All of the extra

This application note will discuss some of the issues involved in a floppy controller design with the DP8473. Even
though on the surface, there may not seem to be many
options when designing a floppy controller for a PC, there
really are quite a few. Some of these options include: signal
swapping in the floppy cable, different types of floppy
drives, and data separator filter selection.
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The termination resistors used with 5.25" drives or
8" drives typically have a value of 1500. With this resistor
value, the output buffers must be capable of sinking about
35 mA each in order to pull the drive signal to a logic low
level. The DP8473 is able to sink this current without external buffers.

HARDWARE ENVIRONMENT
A typical floppy controller design with the DP8473 will look
something like the schematic shown in Figure 1. You may
be surprised that the entire schematic for the floppy controller design fits on less than one page. Especially if you consider that the schematic for a similar function in the IBM
PC-XT technical reference manual takes four full pages.
The heart of the design is, of course, the DP8473. Most of
the interface pins to and from the DP8473 go directly to the
peripheral bus or the disk drive cable without additional logic
or buffering.

The termination resistors used with 3.5" drives are oiten
1 kO. 1 kO termination resistors are also sometimes found
on low power 5.25" drives. Drive manufacturers have recognized that the floppy interface cable used in a PC is relatively short. Also, the drives are installed in the same
grounded enclosure as the PC and the floppy controller.
This reduces the amount of noise introduced on the floppy
interface cable.
I! both 3.5" drives and 5.25" drives are to be used in an
application, the termination resistors used with the DP8473
must be chosen carefully. The termination resistor value
used with the DP8473 must be the larger of the termination
resistors used on the drives. For example, if the 5.25" drive
has 1500 termination resistors and the 3.5" drive has 1 kO
termination resistors, the termination resistors used on the
inputs to the DP8473 should be 1 kO.
The termination resistors for the inputs to the DP8473
should be placed near the DP8473. The termination resistors for the outputs for the DP8473 to the disk drive are
contained in the disk drive itsel!.
Additional disk interface buffering is not normally required
when using the DP8473. It can sink up to 48 mA for each
disk output signal. This is more than enough capacity for a
typical floppy design.

DRIVE CABLE INTERFACE
The DP8473 disk interface signals connect directly to the
drive cable.' Most disk drives terminate the drive cable with
resistors. Termination is required because the output buffers
of the floppy controller are open-collector.
Terminated signals are used because historically, relatively
long cables have been used to connect the floppy controller
to the disk drives. The cable termination will decrease the
amount of crosstalk and noise on the drive cable signals.
A typical disk interface circuit consists of an open-collector
output buffer at the signal source, and a termination resistor
and a Schmitt input buffer at the signal destination. For example, the STEP output pin on the DP8473 is an open-collector output buffer that is capable of sinking up to 48 mA
(See Note 1). If the output is off, the buffer is disabled, and
the termination resistor on the disk drive will pull the signal
high. If the STEP output is on, the DP8473 buffer will pull the
signal low. An example of the cable termination logic is
shown in Figure 2.
DP8473

DRIVE CONFIGURATION
A PC-XT can typically interface to up to four disk drives. A
PC-AT, however, is usually limited to two disk drives. The
two drive limitation is due to the ROM BIOS used in most
AT's. More than two drives can be used if special software
drivers are written.
The connection between the floppy drives and the floppy
controller in a PC is slightly different than the SA450 standard used in non-PC's. The advantage to the method used
in a PC is that each disk drive installed in the PC can be
configured identically. Even the Drive Select strap is the
same. Each drive is configured as drive 1 (or B). Even if four
drives are all connected, they are each strapped as drive 1.

+5 Disk Drive

Floppy Drive Coble

TLlF/10458-2
Note 1: The DP8473 actually contains open-drain output buffers due to its
CMOS design. The end result is the same as TTL open...collector buffers.

FIGURE 2. Example of Buffers and Terminators
Used for Floppy Drive Interface
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Ideally the terminated drive should be the drive at the end of
the drive cable, although it could be either drive.

The trick used to accomplish this feat is cable wire swapping. The drive cable is cut up and wires are moved around.
The cable swapping re-routes the four DRIVE select signals
(DRO, DR1, DR2, DR3) to the DR1 signal of each individual
drive. For example, DRO is routed to drive A's DR1 input.
DR1 is routed to Drive B's DR1 input, and so on. In a similar
manner, the cable swapping also re-routes the four MOTOR
signals (MTRO, MTR1, MTR2, MTR3) to the MOTOR signal
of each drive. Figure 3a demonstrates how the cable is configured for two floppy disk drives. A second cable would be
used if more than two drives are required as shown in Figure

If both drives are terminated, the output buffers will be driving too much current. The system will be out of specification. This is a common situation and is largely ignored by PC
manufacturers. The output buffers can usually handle the
additional load.
It three or four drives are to be used, things become more
complex. For example, if four 1500 terminated drives are all
attached to the DP8473, the DP8473 will have to sink
139 mA for each drive interface signal. The DP8473 is guaranteed to sink up to 48 mAo Therefore, this configuration
would not work without additional buffering. Please refer to
the How to Calculate the Maximum Current Required for
Output Buffers section for a description on current calculation .
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There are three techniques that can be used to prevent
overloading the output buffers:
Technique 1:
Using larger termination resistors can reduce the load on
the DP8473 to acceptable levels. If 1 kO resistors can be
used instead of 1500 resistors. In the worst case where all
four disk drives are terminated, only 21 mA will be generated instead of 140 mA. This is well within the specification of
the DP8473. 1 kO resistors are commonly used with 3.5"
drives.
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Technique 2:

TLlF/10458-3

The most direct technique that can be used is simply adding
additional buffers for the extra disk drives. Drives A and B
can be driven directly by the DP8473. The outputs to drives
C and D can pass through an open-collector buffer such as
the 7407. This is shown in Figure 4. 1k pullup resistors are
required for some of the DP8473 outputs because they are
not terminated by drives A or B.

FIGURE 3a. Cable Swapping Used for Drives A and B
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FIGURE 3b. Cable Swapping Used for Drives C and D
Note: The asterisk (') next to DRI indicates that this drive is strapped as
Drive 1. In the PC. all drives are strapped as Drive 1.
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It is easy to prevent current overloading in a two disk drive
PC. Simply make sure that only one drive is terminated.
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FIGURE 4. Extra Buffers Required
for Four Drive System
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If more than one disk drive is attached to the floppy controller, there may be more than one drive terminated. This may
cause a current overloading problem. The controller may
not be able to drive an active Signal low.
i
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Motor A
Drive A
Motor B
Drive 8
Motor C
Drive C
Motor 0
Drive 0
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Technique 3:
Daisy chain the floppy drives with the controller on one end
of the drive interface cable, and one terminated drive at the
other end. One to three additional non-terminated drives
can be added in the middle as shown in Figure 6. With this
technique, the four Motor signals from the DP8473 should
be wire-ORed together as shown in Figure 5. Each drive
must be strapped for the proper drive select (0-3).

How to Calculate the Maximum Current
Required for Output Buffers.
Since a floppy controller design may not work correctly due to current overloading, it is important to
understand exactly how to calculate the maximum
current required by the floppy controller for each
output signal to the disk drive. This is largely determined by the termination resistors used by the disk
drives. A formula that can be used is:

DP8473
DROI-----DR11-----DR21-----DR31------

(Vecl
To
Floppy
Drive
Cable

+ (Max Vee Varialion)

(Termination Resistor) •

~. (1

- (VOL(max»)

- Resistor Accuracy)

Vee = 5.0

MTRO

Max Vee Variation = Power supply variation (0.5V)

MTR1 tr::=~~~
MTR2
MTR3 .....
Wire OR

VOL(Max) = Maximum active low output voltage of buffer (0.8V)

_-c=-,.

Termination Resistor = Termination on disk drive
N = Number of terminated disk drives
TLlF/10458-6

Resistor Accuracy = Accuracy of termination resistors
(10% or 0.10)

FIGURE 5. Wire OR Required
for Daisy Chain Connection

Example 1:
One terminated drive with 150 termination resistors.
5.0 + 0.5 - 0.8
150 • 1 • 0.9 = 34.8 mA
Example 2:
Four terminated drives with 1k termination resistors.
_5._0_+_0_.5_-_0':.;;,8 = 20.9 mA

1000.~.09
4 .

Floppy Controller
Board

Non-Terminated
Drive

Terminated
Drive
TLlF/l0458-7

FIGURE 6. Daisy Chain of Four Drives
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DRIVE TYPES
There are many types of disk drives that can be connected
to the DP8473 floppy disk controller. The DP8473 is compatible with 8 n , 5.25" , and 3.5" floppy disk drives, although
8" drives are rarely used today.

~

The DP8473 has a signal called RPM/LC that normally connects to the Density or Low Current input on a dual density
5.25" drive. If a 3.5" drive is used, the RPM/LC output
should be inverted.
A design such as the one shown in Figure 7 could be used
to create the proper DENSITY signal for both 5.25" and
3.5" drives. The jumpers and logic allow the user to select
between drive types for each individual drive.
Another solution is simply to use a 3.5" drive that contains a
built-in jumper to vary the polarity of the DENSITY signal
directly on the drive. This option eliminates the need for
external logic and jumpers.

Other types of peripherals may be connected to the floppy
controller as well. A streaming tape drive that is used to
back up the hard disk is often connected to the floppy controller. A tape drive of this type is very specialized. It has
been designed to look like a floppy disk drive from an electrical interface point of view. It does not perform exactly like
a disk drive, however. Special software is usually required to
make it work correctly. The STEP signal is often used to
issue commands to the tape drive. For example, to rewind
the tape, four step pulses may need to be issued. To start a
read, six step pulses might be issued.

Another signal that is drive type dependent is DISK
CHANGED. This signal exists on low and dual density 3.5 n
drives and also on dual density 5.25" drives. It does not
exist on low density 5.25" drives. If a low density 5.25 n
drive is to be used, the DISK CHANGED signal should be
held active (low level). It may be held active by the drive by
itself. If not, a pull-down resistor could be used to activate
the non-driven signal.
One thing to consider while choOSing drive types is media
compatibility. Of course, you can't put a 3.5" disk in a 5.25"
drive. But, there are more subtle incompatibilities even within similar media types. For example, a low density 5.25"
disk written to in low density mode by a dual density drive
cannot be read reliably by a low density drive. Table I lists
the compatabilities between different drives and media
types.

All of these different drive types have one thing in common,
a similar electrical interface. This allows them all to be connected to a common drive interface cable. For example, the
READ DATA signal on pin 30 of the floppy interface cable is
the MFM encoded serial stream of data from the disk. The
INDEX signal on pin 8 of the cable identifies the beginning
of a track.
However, there are some minor differences between drive
tapes that must be considered. The DENSITY signal is a
good example of a difference. This signal is active for high
density transfers on a dual density 3.5" drives. But, this
signal is active for low density transfers on a dual density
5.25" drive. This difference makes the floppy system design
more complex when 5.25" dual density and 3.5" dual density drives are both used in the same PC.

+5

DP8473

+5

X)----~~
To rloppy

ORO

Drive Cable

RPM/LC ...........- - - - - - - - - - - - - '
TL/F/l045B-B

FIGURE 7. Density Select Logic for 5.25" or 3.5" Drives
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TABLE I Drive and Media Compatibility
Drive Type

Media Type

Mode
3.5" HD

3.5"
3.5" LD

720k

R/W

3.5" LD,HD

720k
1.44M

R/W

5.,25" DD

5.25" HD

R/W

5.25" LD

360k

R/W

5.25" LD,HD

360k
1.2M

ROnly
R/W

Notes;
LD = Low Density
HD = High Density
R/W
Readable & Writable
R Only = Readable Only

=

DATA RATES
AEN

Different drive types may use different data rates. The data
rate is specified by the number of bits that are transferred in
a second. For example, 250 kb/s is translated to 250 thousand bits per second.
The data rate used by a disk drive is determined by the
electronics of the drive and the speCifications of the media.
Low Density media require data to be transferred at
250 kb/s. High Density media is twice,as fast at 500 kb/s.

-

-

Address
Decoder
(ALS521)

CS

(3FO-3F7)

DP8473

AO-2

00-7
lOR
lOW
Reset
TC
DRQ2
IRQ6

There is a complication with Low Density 5.25" media in a
Dual Density drive. The 5.25" Dual Density drive spins the
disk faster (360 RPM) than a Low Density drive (300 RPM).
When a Low Density disk is read from a Dual Density drive,
the data rate will be 300 kb/s instead of 250 kb/s because
of the rotational speed difference.
The DP8473 can operate at all the data rates required for a
PC. This includes 250, 300, and 500 kb/s. In addition, the
DP8473 can operate at 1 Mb/ s. This high data rate is starting to appear in both floppy disks and streaming tape drives.

TL/F/10458-9

FIGURE 8. ",p Interface to DP8473
FILTER SELECTION
The internal data separator in the DP8473 requires an external filter to operate correctly. This filter is part of an analog
Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) that is used by the data separator
integrated into the DP8473. This is commonly referred to as
an analog data separator due to the analog nature of the
PLL's filter and Voltage Controlled Oscillator (Veo).

",p INTERFACE
It is hard to imagine how the interface between the DP8473
and the ",p bus could be made any simpler than it is. Only
one interface function is not integrated in the DP8473. That
function is address decoding. The typical ",p connections
are shown in Figure 8.
The DP8473 requires a CS (chip select) enable signal that is
generated elsewhere. Typically, this could be generated by
an ALS521 8-bit comparator or a similar circuit. Address
decoding of the three least significant bits of the address is
performed by the DP8473. The AEN (address enable) signal
from the ",p bus should be included in the CS logic. This will
prevent DMA transfers from generating a CS.
The eight bit data bus from the DP8473 connects directly to
the data bus of the ",P. Bus transceivers are not required
because 12 mA buffers are built into the DP8473.

As the floppy controller changes from one data rate to another, the filter used by the PLL must change also. This is
done automatically in the DP8473. Two or three filters are
connected externally to different pins of the DP8473. The
correct filter is selected and activated by the DP8473 itself.
The filter selection is performed by grounding or forcing
TRI-STATE the appropriate filters. For example, a two·filter
arrangement is shown in Figure 9. If 500 kb/s is selected,
the FGND500 pin is grounded and the FGND250 pin is at
TRI-STATE. From the filter pin's point of view, this appears
as filter F2 in parallel with capacitor C1. F1 is electrically out
of the picture. When 250 kb/s is selected, it is the opposite.
The FGND500 pin is at TRI-STATE and the FGND250 pin is
grounded. Since 300 kb/s data rate is close to 250 kb/s,
the same filter is used for both data rates.

The lOR (I/O read), lOW (I/O write), RESET, TC (terminal
count), DRQ (DMA request), and IRQ (interrupt request) signals can be connected directly to the DP8473. No additional
buffering or gating is required. The logic required to
TRI-STATE® the DRQ and INT pins is integrated in the
DP8473.

The two-filter arrangement shown in Figure 9 would be used
in most PC applications. It supports 250, 300, and 500 kb/s
data rate. Other filter combinations may be used for specialized applications. These filter combinations are described in
the DP8473 data sheet.
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There are many different types of measurements that can
be made with a data separator. Most of these measurements indicate how well only one particular section of the
data separator performs. For example, the gain of the VCO
(Voltage Controlled Oscillator) or the accuracy of the % period delay line. They don't, however, give a good indication
of how well the data separator will perform under real-life
conditions.
There is one measurement that produces meaningful data.
This measurement is called "Dynamic Window Margin". Dynamic window margin attempts to indicate total data separator performance under real-life conditions. It measures how
much bit jitter the data separator can handle while reading a
worst case data pattern (DB6 hex) with a drive that has a
motor speed of varying accuracy. The data is jittered in a
manner similar to real world jitter with a reverse write precompensation pattern. The measurement is taken at the
worst pOint over a motor speed variation of ± 6%. An example of a dynamic window margin measurement is shown in
Figure 10.
The typical dynamic window margin is specified in the
DP8473 data sheet. National Semiconductor has made
measurements of the dynamic window margin of many data
separat()rs, and the results show that no other data separator performs as well as the DP8473s.

DATA SEPARATOR PERFORMANCE
One of the most important features of the DP8473 is the
high level of data separator performance. This performance
translates directly to reduced disk 1/0 errors. There is quite
a bit of information that can be discussed on data separator
performance. A lot of this information is presented in an
application note titled "Floppy Disk Data Separator DeSign
Guide for the DP8473, AN-50S".
It might seem desirable to specify the maximum error rate of
the DP8473. This could be expressed in terms of the number of bits that can be read correctly before an error occurs
(10 12, for example). This is not a practical parameter to
specify, however. One problem is the amount of time this
type of measurement would take. A test of 1012 could take
well over 400 days to measure.
Another problem is defining the test conditions. Is the test
performed under ideal disk conditions? Are bits jittered or is
motor speed variation simulated? There are so many variables in this type of a test that it would be difficult for two
different people to produce the same results. In addition,
the error rate is related to other factors beside the DP8473
such as the disk drive or the floppy media.

250K/
300K
FIlter

Filter

DP8473
Floppy Disk
Controller

--I
FGND250

--I

SETCUR

TLlF/10458-10

FIGURE 9. Typical Filter Connection for 250, 300, and 500 kb/s
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Finally, the capacitor in parallel with the filter network can
be rated as low as 10%-20%. It does not effect the data
separator very much.

i'

The component tolerances mentioned here are only recommendations. .The DP8473 will work properly with a wide
range of filter values. These recommendations should be
followed if data separator performance is an important issue
in a particular design (which is normally true) .
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If the floppy controller does not appear to operate correctly,
there are somEil key areas that can be looked at for the
source of the problem.
Drive's in Use light remains on at all times.

Motor Speed Varla\lon (:II: of Nominal)
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FIGURE 10. Typical Dynamic Window
Margin for DP8473
LAYOUT AND COMPONENT CONSIDERATIONS
The DP8473 contains a combination of digital and analog
circuitry. Because of the analog nature of the data separator, some precautions should be taken when designing a
board with the DP8473.
A good DP8473 board layout design will distinguish between analog and digital, Vee and Ground. The supply pins
used by the digital circuitry are labeled Vee, GNDB, GNDC,
and GNDD. The supply pins used for the analog data separator are labeled VecA and GNDA. Standard digital decoupiing techniques should be used with the digital supply pins.
This typically involves 0.1 ,."F capacitors connected between Vee and GND.
The analog supply pins require a bit more consideration
than the digital supply pins. Any noise or ripple on the analog supplies will degrade the data separator performance. It
is recommended to minimize this noise as much as possible. Less than 50 mV noise would be good.
There are many methods that can be used to minimize
noise on the analog supply pins. One of the best methods is
a 5.0V voltage regulator dedicated to the analog section.
This guarantees a very clean signal. The voltage regulator
can be driven by the 12V power supply.
Another method is to place the DP8473 on the board close
to the entry point of the power supply. At the very least,
separate supply lines should be dedicated from the power
supply entry point to the DP8473 VeeA and GNDA.
In addition to the analog supply, any noise or crosstalk introduced to the external filters will adversely effect the performance of the data separator. The data separator filters
should be positioned as close as possible to the DP8473. A
ground plane surrounding the filters would also be advisable. The resistor attached to the SETCUR pin should also
be close to the DP8473.
If a 24 MHz crystal is used, it should be placed close to the
DP8473 as well as the 10 pF capacitor attached to both
sides of the crystal.
The component types and tolerances may also effect the
data separator performance. The accuracy of the resistor
attached to the SETCUR pin is important. It should have a
1% tolerance rating. A 5% could be used, but the accuracy
may effect the data separ~tor performance.
The capacitor in series with the resistor attached to the FILTER pin is also critical. It should have a 5% tolerance. The
series resistor in the same network is not as critical as the
SETCUR resistor. Therefore, a normal 5% tolerance can be
used here.

• Drive Interface cable plugged in backward.
• Drive Interface signals not properly routed.
DOS returns a "Not ready error reading drive X".
This error can be caused by many different problems. At this
point it would be best to run the "Floppy Demo Program" as
described later in this section.
DOS Directory command returns an old directory.
• Disk Changed signal improperly routed.
POST produces a "601" error while booting.
• Drive Interface cable unplugged.
• Hardware problem with ,."p interface.
PC locks up while booting.
• Hardware problem with ,."p interface.
Parity Error.
• DMA interface problem.
Many advanced diagnostics may be used while running the
"Floppy Demo Program" which is available from National
Semiconductor. This program allows you to issue individual
floppy commands such as Read Data, Format Track, and
Seek. The Result Phase of these commands can be analyzed to help determine where a problem exists. The following list describes some likely sources of problems based on
what is observed with the "Floppy Demo Program".
"Missing Address Mark in Address Field" error.
This indicates that the floppy controller could not find any
valid data on the track being read. No sectors could be
found.
• Track has not been formatted. Could be a blank disk.
The controller does recognize Index Pulses, however.
This indicates that the drive cable interface is at least
partially intact:
• Read Data drive interface signal not properly routed.
• General data separator problem. See the data separator
discussion later.
"Did not receive interrupt" error.
This is usually accompanied with all FF's in the Result
Phase of the command. This indicates that the controller
could not read anything from the disk drive and Index pulses
were not seen. Be sure to reset the floppy controller aiter
this error.
• Disk not inserted in drive or drive door open.
• Wrong drive selected in command.
• Drive Interface cable unplugged.
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MSR (Main Status Register) does not return to 80 (hex) after a reset.
• Floppy controller not inserted in socket properly.
• Hardware problem with address decode (CS) or p.P interface signals.
• Crystal or external clock not operating properly.
• Floppy controller is bad.
"No Data" error or "CRC error".
• Bad disk media.
• General data separator problem.
Fewer bytes read than requested or error in Result Phase.
• Noise on Reset pin. Insert capacitor between Reset and
digital GND as specified in the data sheet.
Long term read produces some errors.
• General data separator problem.
Many of the problems described above refer to a general
data separator problem. There are many things that can be
looked at for data separator problems.
• Filter wired incorrectly.

The NEC765A was developed many years ago originally for
8" floppy disk drives. It became very popular because it was
designed into the original IBM PC. The NEC765A performs
many functions, but there .are also many functions that it
does not perform.
A data separator isolates the individual pulses read from the
disk drive and allows the floppy controller to distinguish between MFM clock pulses and data pulses. It typically incorporates an analog PLL. An analog data separator design
could require as many as 10 chips to design. A single chip
discrete digital data separator could also be used, although
the performance will not be as good.
The write precompensation circuit shifts the MFM encoded
data as it is being written to the disk. This shifting compensates for known bit shifts that will occur due to the magnetiC
influences of the individual bits recorded on the disk. This is
typically deSigned with a shift register and a multiplexer.
The NEC765 cannot interface directly to the Drive Interface
cable. Separate 48 mA buffers are required for each output
signal. This requires three 7406's. Also, the inputs from the
disk drive required Schmitt Inverters.

• Incorrect filter component values.

Additional buffering is also required for the p.P data bus.

• Filter layed-out poorly.
• Too much noise on analog VccA or GNDA.

The PC-AT requires that the Disk Changed signal be read
from a particular port. This involves address decoding and
buffering.
The only method available to vary the data rate used by the
NEC765A is by altering the Input clock frequency to the
chip. This must be done with a complex divider circuit that
generates the different frequencies required for 250, 300,
and 500 kb/s data rates.
Due to timing incompatabllities in the NEC765A, the Drive
Select and Motor On signals must be generated by an external port that is controlled by software. This port also controls the software reset and DMA and INT enable circuitry.

FLOPPY CONTROLLER DESIGN WITH NEC765A
In order to appreciate the amount of circuitry integrated into
the DP8473, it may be useful to analyze a typical floppy
controller design for the PC-AT using the standard
NEC765A floppy disk controller. To simplify the analysis,
only the block diagram will be presented. The actual schematic would require many pages. The block diagram is
shown in Figure 11.

Disk
Interface
Buffers

DMA

To
Disk
Drive

Write

Precomp
TL/F/l0458-12

FIGURE 11. Block Diagram of Floppy Controller Design with NEC765
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DMA transfers must be slowed down due to handshaking
problems with the NEC765A. This delay is performed with
an external shift register.
This entire design easily requires at least a couple of dozen
chips. The amount of board space used is quite large. A
considerable amount of current is also consumed. This
compares to the DP8473 solution which only requires two
chips. It is easy to see that the DP8473 solution is much
more economical.

CONCLUSION
This design guide was created to answer the most common
questions encountered while designing with the DP8473.
Any new design can be based on the information given in
this guide. A two drive system can be created or more drives
can be added if required. A variety of disk drives may be
used including 3.5" drives.

The address decoding is the only function not integrated
into the DP8473. However, the integrated data separator
requires external filtering. which should be carefully layedout on the board.
If problems arise, there are many items that can be looked
at to help identify where the problem exists. It may be useful
to obtain a floppy controller diagnostic program similar to
the "Floppy Demo Program" available from a National
Semiconductor sales office.
If more information is desired concerning the performance
of the data separator or the trade-offs of designing a custom
filter for the PLL, please read the application note titled
"Floppy Disk Data Separator Design Guide for the
DP8473", AN-505.
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